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European
Methodists
Churches to which the United King: dom h_Gs bee!' rclolcd
: Churches to which both the U.S. an·d
___i the U.K. ho¥C been related

l\\f1T1:ANY of us find it surprising that a substantial num-

.Lyll her

of Methodist congregations on Europe's con.
tinent are products of American missionary endeavor. Yet it is a fact of history that Methodism has
crossed the Atlantic twice as it has carried the gospel of
the "warmed heart."
Numerically, Methodism is a small minority in Europe,
where Roman Catholicism and the state churches claim
large constituencies. Members of churches having their
origin in American Methodism number about 150,000,
served by 700 pastors and eight missionaries.
Yet these Methodist congregations are often among the
most vital and growing in their communities. An active
lay movement has developed in recent years, particularly
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in the Scandinavian churches. Lav leaders are trained in
district and conference meetings to assume leadership in
all church activities. The Prayer Life Movement has spread
over that entire area, attesting to spiritually awakened
lives .
Evangelism is stressed in many of Europe's churches,
and a special effort is being made in many areas to
strengthen the total program of Christian education. Methodism has been considered a pace-setter in creating interesting and worthwhile youth programs.
Methpdists in Europe are set as a minori~y group in
the midst of turbulent political and social conditions. They
need our prayers and our concern for the ongoing life of
their churches.
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The message of Easter is a dramatic message. It may be fittingly told in painting,
in poetry, or in story as well as in scripture.
In this issue we arc bringing to our rcaders several presentations of the Easter story.
Our cover may look familiar to you. A
tapestry designed for the new Coventry
Cathedral in England by the painter Graham
Sutherland, it has long appealed to us. Apparently, we are not alone for it was used by
Time magazine for its cover Inst Christmas.
Other paintings on the Easter theme appear in our "Easter Portfolio" together with
poems on the subject.
The meditation by Florence Hooper and
the h·ue story by Eulalia Cook complete
our Easter section. Yon may be surprised
at the title of 1'1iss Hooper's meditation,
"Travel Light-Heaited." This does not
sound, at first, like Easter. But as you read
on, you will see why it was chosen.
l'vliss Cook's story about two Easter mornings in Cuba is a story to dispell the
doubts of any who may wonder if the missionary enterprise is worth while. It is a
storv to remember now that much about the
situ;tion in Cuba is not immediately known
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The church in Cuba is part of the religious scene in Latin America, perceptively
analyzed by William J. Hinson. :Mr. Hinson
is a missionary who has been serving in
Brazil. This article will help explain not
only the religious scene but the whole contemporary picture in Latin A1neiica today.
Next month marks the hundredth mmivcrsnry of the birth of John R. 't\fott, that
great Methodist layman who was one of the
founders of the present ecumenical movement. If that sounds abstract, it may be
easier to say that he was a passionate believer in evangelism and in missions. Dr.
Carpenter's mticle on Dr. Mott and Mr.
Reid's examination of his wlitings help us to
see this fascinating and vital man.
In February, we presented an argument
bv Dr. Franz Hildebrandt of Drew Univ~rsity why British Methodists should join
with American Methodists rather than unite
with the Church of England. This month,
we are pleased to bring you the other side
of this argument as seen by a lady, Pauline
\Vebb. Miss vVebb is vice-president designate of the British Methodist Conference.
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LETTERS
TOO MATERIALISTIC?
At the risk of committing heresy, I would
like to make an observation about your editorial
policy. In tl1e February issue of WonLD OUTLOOK, and in others prior to this time, I notice
a strong concern on behalf of the Negro, the
poor, etc. Certainly anyone who is against the
Negro, the poor, etc., is not a Christian in attitude or practice.
However, I question if we have not sold
ourselves out to the materialistic answers of
our modern world. The Christian gospel was
spread without the materialistic value system
which encumbers our message. It was spread by
revealing to man tliat he did not live by bread
alone. The one unique message of Christ was
the unique relationship he offered to mankind
which established his true dignity as a child of
God, rather than by some external yardstick.
We should have learned by now that the basic
problem of mankind, slave or free, white .or
black, rich or poor, is his identity as a child
of God. However, recent emphases frighten me
into thinking that we have forgotten tl1is. Being
"Poor and Black" is not nearly so disastrous a
state as being "Rich, \\1hite, and Lost," if we
seriously believe the fundamentals of the gospel.
Yet, in your publication as well as those
of our church in general and other churches as
well, we have a recurring emphasis upon activist, materialist, answers to the human problem. The government and social agencies are
the primary agencies for such superficial answers and solutions to man's need. The primary
mission of the church is today what it has always been : Establish the source of man's identity as a child of God. This is sometl1ing that no
social service or government agency can do.
This is our contribution to all mankind witl1out
regard to race, color, creed, bankbook or voting
privileges.
Perhaps it would be well if we reaffirmed
our basic purpose as Christians, and got to
work at our God-given task and let otl1ers answer the material and legal questions. Heresy?
Perhaps so, but I think not. I do not say we
should abdicate our role in total society, but
simply reaffirm our unique function.
p AUL H. WRAGG
Ch. Capt. USAF
320lst Air Base Group
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida

"SINCERE APPRECIATION"
A note of sincere appreciation for your excellent editorial "The Churches and the Poor"
in the February issue of Woru.o OUTLOOK.
It is unfortunate that the bourgeois, WASP,
value orientation of many Metl1odists prevents
a sympathetic understanding of many of the
complex social problems in America. Far too
often poverty is linked to vice; unemployment
with laziness. The puritan-derived, un-christian
stigma which we place upon tl1e poor makes
them, in turn, have little regard for the church.
I trust that other Methodist publications will
take up your concern.
WALTER W. BENJA:!'.IIN, Chairman
Department of Religion
Morningside College, Sioux City 6, Iowa

HIGH APPRECIATION FOR FEBRUARY ISSUE
I am writing to express my high appreciation
of the February issue of 'WonLD OuTLoOK,
especially the editorial columns, and tl1e book
reviews. I appreciated the same in January,
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particularly Dr. Vischer's relevant and thoughtful article on tl1e church. [See page 12.)
We are discussing, studying, and praying
about the renewal of the local, national, and
world church now. And the articles referred to
bring us nearer to solutions, and to a redefinition of goals, relevant to both tl1e New
Testament and the life of the church in our
day.
MARY D. FINCH (deaconess)
2902 Noble Ave., Richmond, Va.

"A TRAGIC MISTAKE"
\Ve feel that we have made a tragic mistake
and wish to correct it at once. You see, we are
members of the white race and are of the
Protestant faith, and from reading your magazine we get the impression it is Catholic, and
for the Negro race, also.
In order that it might do more good, we suggest you stop sending the remaining issues to
us and send them to some of the Catholic
bretl1erin (sic) , or contribute it to some of
your Negro friends.
Mn. AND Mns. M. H. O'DELL
513 South Main Street,
Irving, Texas
"HEARTENING REPORT ON INDIA"
The informed concern of Bishop Palmer's
"Report on India" in vVonLD OUTLOOK, November, 1964, is most heartening. Too often, such
evaluations in missionary periodicals lack the
depth and realism which are found here.
I am inclined to think, however, that one of
his many revealing statistically based statements is not altogether correct. That was
"within India itself Methodism numbers 575,000 members, making it easily the strongest
Protestant communion in India."
I accept the number, but would like to
point out that roughly equivalent figures from
a few years back ranked Methodism fourth
among Protestant groups in India. The Church
of South India leads with 960,170. Baptists and
Lutherans come second and third, Methodists
come fourtli. The United Church of Northern
India is filth, and Anglicans, sixth.
RICHARD W . TAYLOR
The Christian Inst. for Study of
Religion and Society
The College, Serampore, W. Bengal
India
"HYMN OF PRAISE" IN RHODESIA
My principal extra-curricular activity is accompanying the Umtali Singers, as I did in
their post-Easter performance of a Bach cantata, in Mendelssohn's Oratorio, Hymn of
Praise.
Persistent hard work is uncovering talent and
strengthening character. I especially appreciate
this opportunity to teach music, which was my
field of training. Fifteen piano and saxophone
students are in the halls of the Center daily.
lvlns. MATIGARET BRANCEL
Wesley House, 133 Main St.
Umtali, Rhodesia
PASSION PLAY IN SOUTHERN RHODESIA
In the Shona country of Southern Rhodesia,
Bob and Marjorie Kauffman had a successful
workshop on African arts.
All efforts were directed toward the production of a Passion play. Special African music
was composed by African musicians. A group
of African young people worked hard in drama
sessions to perfect their performance.
Hall, and Morgan Johnson, directe'd the art
students, helping them to construct the backdrop for this play. Experimentation was made
in using local clays for colors. Paint brushes

were made from small branches of various kinds
of trees.
HALL AND PEG DUNCAN
303 Highland Road, Kensington
Johannesburg, South Africa.

"THE YOUNG PEOPLE LOVE TO ACT"
The young people love to act, and tl1e people love to see plays. The children helped at
Christmas, and we had a real month-old baby
in the manger.
At Easter time the young people presented
the Easter story. It was quite moving, and you
could have heard a pin drop as we re-lived
the Resurrection story.
GLOTIIA AND LEO~ATID WILLTAJ>.[S
Igreja Metodista, Pata Branco
Parana, Brazil
PAST AND PRESENT IN JERUSALEM
My thoughts are turning to a three-day stopover in Jerusalem one summer. It was a thrilling experience to see the country in which
Jesus lived and worked.
The visit to Bethlehem by car took half an
hour over a black-top road which cuts across
the barren hills like a black ribbon.
The view from the Mount of Olives toward
Jerusalem, the dirt path to tlie Garden of
Gethsemane, the Kidron Valley, and the Pool
of Shiloam-all spoke a special message.
However, the high degree of commercialism
was disconcerting to me. But when I mentioned
this to a minister companion, he pointed out that
it was in keeping with New Testament timcswhen religion was commercialized, and it was
against this that Jesus spoke.
The path of the cross follows very narrow
streets through the crowded Oriental bazaar of
the old city of Jerusalem. As in ancient times,
one finds there tl1e meat shops, spice shops, and
vegetable stalls. In addition, one now finds
shops stocked with canned goods, electric
appliance stores, and the inevitable Coca-Cola.
There is an interesting intertwining of tl1e past
with the present.
KAz KAWATA
Ludhiana Christian Medical College
Ludhiana, U. P., India
COOPERATION ON FRYING PAN RIVER
IN COLORADO
Last summer Basalt and Thomasville church
men and women went to an old one-room
school house, and cleaned away the cobwebs
and dust. This old school is above tlie Ruedi
Dam project on the Frying Pan River. After the
clean-up, the cleaners had a potluck supper by
candlelight, the only light available.
In a forty-mile area up and down the river
many construction workers arc living. They arc
working on a big water conservation program.
Miss May and I called on the people of the
area, and we also conducted church services
there.
In September twenty young people and
seven adults, representing ten churches, came
in with paint, brushes, scrapers, mops, buckets,
and soap. The little school building was
cleaned inside and out. As they worked, the
young people sang witl1 a guitarist of Glenwood Springs Methodist Youth Fellowship.
Many gifts have made this little schoolhousechurch possible. Carbondale lent a pulpit,
Glenwood Springs sent paint, Aspen gave song
books and storm windows. Grand Valley
Church gave seven pews. Basalt friends gave a
cross cut from red rock. And Thomasville provides the electricity.
ADA DumGG
Utah Protestant Mobile Ministry
c/o Esther Hall, 347 S. 4th, East
Salt Lake City, Utah
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RELIGION IN ACTION, Newsbook, The
National Observer, by Lee l\'.I. Dirks.
Silver Spring, l\'.ld., 1965: Dow Jones
and Company; 212 pages, $2.00
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Dow Jones has now given us something
other than the daily stock market closing.
The National Observer, its weekly paper
which specializes in reporting "in depth,"
has published a Newsbook of the church in
action. Lee M. Dirks in a short period has
established himself as one of the nation's
most imaginative religion reporters. At major
conferences he is known as one who politely
accepts the handouts of press officers, but
spends most of the time getting a behindthe-scenes sto1y which is truly miginal and
perceptive.
This wide-ranging collection of articles
tells "how America's faiths are meeting new
challenges." Actually, it has a strong Protestant orientation, although the Vatican Council, the Eastern Orthodox, and the Jews are
treated in a few articles. Always on the lookout for new and creative forms of church
life, Mr. Dirks reports on the Protestant
monks of Taize, France, and their 1964 summer sojourn at Peace Mountain in New
Hampshire. He tells how the National Council of Churches is experimenting in a ministry
in the gambling casinos of Las Vegas, how
the Detroit Industrial Missions relates to
both production line and executive suite,
and he makes you see how the muscular
Christians from the Methodist Board of
Evangelism appeared to the fun-loving students of Daytona Beach. The "lay renaissance" is discussed in terms of the "Faith in
Life" program held in Fargo, North Dakota
-Moorhead, Minnesota. One advantage
that Dirks has over the institutional propagandist is that he always casts a reporter's
cold eye on even the most exciting events.
He finds the elderly parking lot attendant
who has never heard of the Fargo event,
the apprentice barber who is puzzled by it.
Beginning with Christian unity, Dirks' titles for his introductory articles show his
general approach: "The Vatican Council: A
Few Men Decide for Millions," "CatholicProtestant Differences: Obstacles to Unity,"
and "Protestant Mergers: Slow Progress."
\V'oRLD OUTLOOK readers will be interested to compare these articles by a secular
journalist with the accounts they have read
in these pages of the Vatican Council, the
World Faith and Order Conference at Montreal, or the Consultation on Church Union
at Oberlin and Princeton.
Methodists will, of course, be particularly
interested in the article "Recovery of a Heritage." The author quotes Bishop Ensley's tag,
lVIethodists have become "chaplains of the
middle class" and John Wesley who warned,
"I am not afraid that the people called
Methodists should ever cease to exist, either
in Europe or America. But I am afraid lest
they should exist as a dead sect, having the
fmm of religion without the power."
The struggle between new times and old
faith is pointedly evident in Dirks' treatment
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of the Evangelicals, Billy Graham, and the
cuuent evidences of speaking in tongues
(Lutherans, Episcopalians and Methodist
district superintendents, not just Pentecostalists, are cited). The churches militant are
described in articles on religion and race,
church "lobbies," and the churches and
Goldwater.
There are few easy generalizations and
much solid info1mation in the accounts of
Unitarians, Quakers, Moravians, Jehovah's
Witnesses, and the Mormons. A perusal of
his mticles on "The Architects of American
Theology" and "An Unusual Look at Martin
Luther King" indicates something of this
reporter's ability to treat complex subjects
with simplicity, clarity, and depth. The article on Dr. King is particularly interesting in
its approach to the subject: Is Dr. King now
more interested in justice than in love?
Lee Dirks is a reporter not an apologist,
but his book probably does more to make
the witness of the churches appear relevant
than tons of church-produced material. His
voice has the authentic tone of the inquiring
reporter: just, measured, seeking the truth.
And telling it well.
BETTY THOMPSON
THE GRACE OF THE PASSION, by
Olive Wyon. Philadelphia, 1965:
Fortress Press; 169 pages, $1.50 (paper).
The republishing of this 1959 study of
the Passion by the remarkable Scottish writer
Olive Wyon offers those wishing to prepare
themselves for Easter a rich resource. It is
divided into five brief chapters dealing in
turn with prayer, suffering, silence, love
within the context of what she calls "the
paradox of grace." The author's discussion
of prayer comes from her understanding of
the New Testament faith and shows her reliance on such interpreters as P. T. Forsyth.
As the close of her chapter "The Grace of
Love," Miss Wyon reminds us that the
Lord's Supper is a pledge of certainty as
well as an expression of "the mystery of
love."
The reader is led in prayer at the end of
each study through the use of some of the
great liturgies of the Christian Church.
-WILLIAM B. GOULD

GOOD NEWS, hy J. B. Phillips; Macmillan Co.; 210 pages; $2.95. 1963.
The translator-interpret(;)r of "The New
Testament in Modern English" presents
some "thoughts on God and man" in this
volume compiled chiefly from his sermons,
articles, and broadcasts. This is Dr. Phillips
at his best as both teacher and preacher.
Basically the book treats four main topics:
the purposes of God as revealed in the New
Testament; faith as taught by Jesus; hope
for today and in the years and life ahead;
love as exemplified and taught by Jesus and
in N.T. records. There is a closing chapter
on "The Christian Year" in which there are
meditations and new points of view concerning the festival days of the Christian
year and church, and some probing in depth

as to the meanings, purposes, and teachings of these events and days.
This study and compilation gives both
ministers and laymen a key to Dr. Phillips'
whole ministry and life: the desire to make
the Good News-the Gospel-understood
and followed by men.
"In Christian circles we must see that
what purports to be the Christian Gospel
is always, and in the best sense, Good
News. It is not good news, for example, for
a man to be told that he is a hell-deserving
sinner; but it is good news for him to be
told that he need no longer feel guilty and
afraid towards God, and can begin here
and now to live as God's son. The stimulation of the guilt-sense in sensitive people
can never be the proclamation of good
news; and neither can the attempt to perpetuate an image of God who is either
church-bound or Bible-bound, or both. Such
distortions cause untold damage to the
human spirit, and create a dozen rebels
for every convert. A great many people
repudiate what has been put before them
as the Christian Gospel: they have never
been able to see how good is the true Good
News .... Reduced to its simplest possible
te1ms, the Good News is simply that God
is Love."
WE, THE PEOPLE. The Story of the
United States Capitol, by the U. S.
Capitol Historical Society in cooperation with the National Geographic Society, Washington, D. C. 1964. $3.95.
(Distributed by Grossett and Dunlap,
NYC)
This is not only a fascinating and valuable picture book about the Capitol building, it is also a good outline of United
States history.
It is called "Its [the Capitol's] Past and
Its Promise." It includes pictures of pictures
and statues, floor plans of House and
Senate, a description of the services obtainable in the Capitol, and index, and many
other items.
An excellent gift book for young people.
GIANTS OF l\'.IEDICINE, by Irving Robbin. Grossett and Dunlap, NYC. 1962.
$2.95. J4.l pages.
" ... \Fhatsoever house I enter there will
I go for the benefit of the sick ... refraining from all wrongdoing or corruption ..."
Those words are to be found in the oath
taken by doctors-the Hippocratic oath.
Hippocrates is called in history, "The
Father of Medicine."
Could you identify "the man who conquered pain"? The man who successfully
developed smallpox vaccine from the noted
fact that a milk maid had recovered from
"cow pox"? The doctor who worked to
make a more germ-free (antiseptic) world?
These pioneers who made vital contributions to the progress of medicine and
of public health were: Mmton, Jenner, and
Lister.
Each "Giant" has a write-up and sketch.
A good gift book for young people, children, or adults; also for a library in a mission center, at home or overseas.
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them as humans and as brothers search center. The United States,
ED.ITORIALS rather than as demons who are pro- Britain, West Germany, and Italy have
jections of om fears and guilts. responded to this proposal with inEaster, Selma, and Vietnam It is when we admit our own in- terest, and they have already sent
adequacy to save ourselves that we representatives to meet, and to help
For Christians, it is that time of begin to respect the efforts of others. in organizing such a center.
year that is the glorious center of all
This realization does not mean a
other times; the season when we probland moral indifferentism which acStatus of Women
claim our faith that God died for us
cepts all values as equal nor does it
Upward Bound
and for our sins and, by dying, tri- mean a quiescence which leaves out
umphed over death and extends to us
From
a
recent survey the United
individual struggle and choice. The
the offer of salvation and eternal bliss. parable of the talents is still with us. Nations reported an increase in active
These truths we hold to be eternal
Life is struggle and choice, often roles in government posts for women.
and unchanging but we proclaim them
Fifty-four nations supplied inforhard choice. The United States govthis year into a world which is listen- ernment must choose in South Viet- mation on this subject. In · national
ing intently to other sounds-to angry
nam and there are values on both legislatures forty-seven women are
voices quarreling over the meaning of
sides of the choice to be considered. serving.
justice and of courage; to the feet of
The rank of ministers has been beWhat it cannot do, however, is to exmarching demonstrators and the crack
stowed
upon women in twenty-three
alt its pride and will to the point that
of police clubs; to the emotional voices
countries.
And fourteen countries
it considers it valid to use any means
of Asians who see other Asians being
have
women
as ambassadors. In genagainst its enemies.
bombed by white men and to the sobs
eral,
women
are serving more and
What struggles like Selma teach us
of Americans whose husbands and
more
in
parliamentary,
judicial, or
is that justice is not cheap but will be
children are dying in a war they do
foreign
service
places.
achieved if properly fought for by
not understand.
those to whom it is denied. What
It is in this world and against these
Vietnam warns us is that power alone
A Prayer for Church Union
sounds that the Christian steps forth
is not enough in a complex world.
"Almighty and everlasting God,
and asserts that the dividing wall of
Both of these messages are interFather of our Lord Jesus Christ, by
hostility between men has been brotwined and both stem from the mesken down by Christ. In these circumwhose Spirit the whole family of thy
sage of Easter. Despite the bloodshed
stances, how can we be very surchildren in heaven and earth is reand the hatred (and in a sense beprised if people tend to treat
deemed and sanctilled to be thine
cause of them) the dividing wall of
Christians as a little soft in the head if
eternal possession:
hostility is down between men. It is
not dangerously deluded? The Gos"Remember not our sins and ofdown because we are not shong
pel we proclaim is, for most of the
fenses against thee and one another
enough to pull it down. Only Christ
world, quite literally foolishness.
by the divisions and contentions that
is strong enough to do that and Easter
It is not that Christians have nothrend the Body of thy Church. Reis the reminder that he has done so by
ing to say about these situations; inmove from us all ignorance, prejudice,
his death and resurrection.
deed they are much in evidence. In
indifference, and self-will that keep
H allelufah, Christ is Risen!
the struggle in Alabama, Christians
us
from one heart and mind in the
Christ is Risen Indeed!
have played a great part on both sides.
household of faith.
In Vietnam, much of the internal
"Enlighten us with thy truth; inThe Health of the World
struggle has been between Christians
crease in us thy love; and establish
and Buddhists. In short, Christians
World Health Day comes April 7th. in us thy will for unity and peace. So
have once again seemed to fulfill the
The World Health Organization of may thy Name be glorified in all the
judgment of President Radhakrish- the United Nations (WHO), accord- earth, and our witness to the gospel
nan of India that "Christians are or- ing to its director, Dr. Marcolina of thy Son our Lord draw all men undinary people with extraordinary Candau, is facing three major tasks to thee, and gather together in one
claims."
this year.
the multitudes who are scattered
And yet this judgment, meant as a
First, must come a formidable cam- abroad.
criticism, is a fair appraisal of Chris- paign against the world's communica"Especially we pray for the guidtians. Christians are ordinary people ble diseases-enemies of mankind in ance and grace of thy Holy Spirit
with extraordinary claims because our all corners of the globe-malaria, upon the Consultation on Church
claims are not about ourselves but smallpox, tuberculosis, blood diseases. Union, in all its prayer, deliberation,
about our Lord who has saved us.
Second, aid to countries in develop- and action. Grant to them and to us
We at best are but saved sinners.
ing their own health programs, in a wisdom to know, courage to obey, and
joy to serve thee; for the sake of him
It is when we see ourselves as sin- national context.
by
whom and for whom and unto
ners, struggling in the human frallties
And third, an emphasis on public
whom
all things were made, the same
of pride, anger, stupidity, lust and all health education, with doctors and
thy
Son
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."
the rest, that we begin to understand other qualilled persons as teachers and
what "reconciliation" means. It is planners.
A Prayer for tlie Consultation on Church Union
when we see ourselves in our adverFor Use on Sunday, April 4, 1965
France has proposed the establishSunday before the Consultation's fourth
saries that we begin to respond to ment of an international cancer re- (the
meeting, April 5-8, in Lexington, Ky.)
I
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A LOVE AFFAIR,

NOT
A SUICIDE PACT
by Pauline Webb

The proposed plan for union
of British Methodism and the Church of England
is now being debated.
Pauline Webb, vice-president designate of the
British Methodist Conference,
gives reasons for supporting the plan.
Dr. Franz Hildebrandt argued against the proposal
and for a merger of British and American Methodism
in the February issue of this magazine.
Miss Webb is currently studying in the United States.

I

APRIL Hl65

LET l\m CONFESS at the outset that I, as a
British Methodist who has now spent five
months here in America, was stunned and
even baffied by the title of Dr. Hildebrandt's article in the February issue of
WOilLD OUTLOOK. He asks Should British
and American Methodism Unite? a question which seems to me to presuppose the
fact that there is some deep division between our two churches, of which I
personally have not been aware and
which Dr. Hildebrandt goes on to argue
in the rest of his article does not really
exist. It is true, as Dr. Hildebrandt points
out, that we are separated by 3,000 miles
of ocean, and I am very conscious too of
the fact that we are separated by 200
years of history and tradition, but these
are not divisions in the sense that there
is any need for us to become reconciled
to one another. I find myself here in
America received warmly and fully as a
fellow l\.1ethodist feeling very much one
of the family in the Father's house and
welcomed at His table. So I must confess that I, and I believe many other
Methodists in Britain, find it difficult to
understand exactly what Dr. Hildebrandt
or tJ1e Pittsburgh Conference means by
inviting us to unite with the American
Methodists.
Clearly tJrn only kind of union that can
be in mind is an organizational one,
which I suppose would be able to span
the ocean and which I can well believe
from my observation of American Methodism might result in the British Methodist Church becoming more efficiently organized and more prosperous. But this
would do nothing whatsoever to heal the
great open sore in the life of the whole
church in Britain, and indeed in the life
of the church throughout the whole
world, the sore which cuts deep into the
very heart of our Christian witness in
our own land and renders us impotent in
the world-the pain of our division from
our bretJuen, from whom we are separated by a far deeper gulf than 'tJrnt of
geography or history, a division so deep
that it keeps us apart even when we are
together in our own land, in our Father's
house and would seek to be togetJ1er at
His table.
It is surely here, between ourselves
and the brethren from whom we are
divided even at our Father's table, that
the work of reconciliation must begin.
We shall never become reconciled to our
divided brother in our own land merely
by grappling to us in yet faster bonds
our brother from whom we have never
be sundered except by the oceans. Of
course, I can see that it would be much
easier to unite with a church which is
within our Communion and which is
3,000 miles away than it would be to
unite with those of a different Commu-
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"Its origin might even be said to go back to our very beginnings, to
th e days of W esleu himself wlwse reluctance to separate the people
called Methodists from their Mother Church persisted to his dying day."
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nion or, as you have discovered here in
America, even only of a different color,
who lives across the road. But if the
church is to bear any effective witness in
our world today it must he able to demonstrate clearly that there is a way of
reconciliation even between men who
have been divided from one another by
barriers of denomination or of race or
of social status that have been buttressed hv centuries of tradition arnl
prejudice.' To a world desperately seeking some way of reconciling nation to
nation and race to race, only a truly reconciled church can demonstrate that it is
possible for men who differ from one another yet to meet one another in that
spirit of penitence, of love and of trust
which alone can make reconciliation possible. If men cannot find this kind of
unity in the church, then where in the
world are they going to find it?
So it is with this deep concern for the
unity of the whole church that we in
Britain turn to consider the present
scheme of union between the British
Methodist Church and the Church of
England. This is no sudden plan sprung
on a reluctant and unready people. Its
origin might even be said to go back to
our very beginnings, to the days of w·esley himself whose reluctance to separate
the people called Methodists from their
Mother Chmch persisted to his dying
clay. It was only because he felt even
more deeply the urgent need of the people of America for ordained pastors that
he finally took upon himself the right to
ordain deacons and to set aside Thomas
Coke to be the Superintendent of the
work in America. Even this act he hopell
would not result in separation, and for
many years after his death the i\£ethodist
Conference continued to look to the dav
when there might be a hope of reunio;1
with the Church of England. That day
was to be long delayed, through a century of further divisions within Iviethoclism herself, until we reached the
twentieth century, and "the great new
fact of our time," as Archbishop Temple
called it, the drawing of the churches
together. This movement too was inspired by the realization of a great need
to witness more effectively to the Christian gospel. First, it was the need of the
younger churches overseas, where the
scandal of our exported division was even
more obviously a sh1mbling-block in the
way of the gospel, that compelled the
churches to come together in the great
missionary conference at Edinburgh in
1910. Then it was the need of the Methodist churches in Britain that led to
i\fothodist Union in 1932. Later, it was
the equally urgent need of our own nation, shattered by two world wars, thal
led the Archbishop of Canterbury to
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plead in 1946 that all the churches in
Britain seek some way of coming together in a new unity. This eventually
led the :tvlethodist Conference in 1955 to
explore the possibility of opening conversations with the Church of England,
and in 1956 our twelve representatives
were appointed to meet with a group of
Anglicans, both teams being as far as
possible representative of the vmying
shades of opm10n within the two
churches. Two years later this group
issued an Interim Statement in which
they made it clear that there were being
led to consider not only a means of drawing the two churches closer together, hut
a more radical Scheme of Union. This
Interim Statement was debated in the
Methodist Conference and the representatives were given the mandate to proceed with the conversations. In the Bnal
report now before us, eight of the Methodist representatives and all the Anglicans agreed on a Scheme outlined therein. This Scheme involves two stages: Brst
the two Churches would join in a Service of Reconciliation in which the ministries would be uniBecl and the lay people mutually received into each other's
Communions, so that from then on they
could share communion with one another
even while existing as two parallel
churches; in this Stage One :M ethodist
bishops would be consecrated (British
i\fothodism has previously had no episcopacy except the authority vested in the
·M ethodist Conference). Then would follow, possibly Bfteen or more years later,
Stage Two, which is still yet undeBned
in detail, but which would mean a complete organic union between the two
churches. Four of the l\fothodist representatives were not able to accept this
Scheme, and so there was included in
the published report their minority statement (in which they expressed their
dissent from the report's view of the relation of scripture and tradition, of the
episcopacy, of ordination, of the priesthood and of the sacraments. This minority report is part of the whole report
which has been commended to the study
of the Methodist people, and on which
votes were clue to be taken at Quarterly
Meetings in December, 1964, at synods
in May, 1965, and at the Conference in
Plymouth in July, 1965.
I have outlined this whole development in order to correct some of the
mistaken impressions conveyed by Dr.
Hildebrandt's article. He suggests that
the whole of the present scheme is the
result of "pressure from above." I would
like to think that he is using a theological
metaphor here, but I am sure he is not!
In fact, I am not at all sure what he
does mean. If he means that the men we
appointed to lead us in the conversations
APRIL 1965

"It is s11rely lzcrc, between 011rselvcs and the bretl1re11 from tclwm we
are divided even at 011r Father's table, that the work of reconciliation
m11st begin."
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" ... It 11;011ld be 11111ch e((sier to unite tcifh (( cl111rcl1 rcliich is 1c!thin our
Communion ((lid 1d1icl1 is 3,000 miles OW{{!J fh((11 it would be to unite rcitlr
those of a different C01n1111111io11 or, as uou 111we discovered here in America,
.even onlu of a different color, wlio live across tlie road." Frntcmal ddeg((/cs
from Metlwdi5t Churches (including tlic 13rilisli Metliodists) and tlie Ev((ngclical United Brethren Church at tl1e Pittsburgh Genernl Conference
·in 1964.
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have in fact led us, then that is a reasonable thing to expect, and we have listened
to all of them, the eight who have led us
in favour, and the four who have led us
against the Scheme, with the respect due
to men who have spent five years working and praying and studying together on
this matter. But when Dr. Hildebrandt
suggests that there has been a "restriction
of public debate" he shows a surprising
lack of knowledge of events in British
Methodism over the last two years, and
an even more surprising lack of understanding of the British character. Even
I, who am very much a layman, holding
as yet no official position in the church,
was already, even by last September,
when I left Britain to come here, beginning to suffer from "Conversations Debate fatigue," having been involved in
more public debates on this subject than
I can remember on any other issue, and
judging by correspondence from home,
and by the pages of The Methodist Recorder, there has been no let-up since.
Indeed, we have reached the point now
where we seem to be hearing the same
record played over and over again, and
always, of course, on both sides. There is,
in fact, statistical evidence that The
Methodist Recorder has itself diligently
allowed space to both points of view.
As I have said, I am a layman and
so you will not expect me to go into the
theological issues involved in the Scheme
of Union now before us. Indeed, like
many laymen, I cannot help feeling that
too many of the problems that dominate
our debates are academically theological,
concerned primarily with perpetuating
the present sb·uctures of both the
churches, and too little concerned with
the immense changes that will have to
be made in the whole church if we are
adequately to meet the need of the present day. I feel that we must be as bold
as \\' esley himself was in this, and just
as, for the sake of the gospel in Ame1ica,
he was prepared to risk all the pain of
s('paration, so today we too, for the sake
of the gospel in Britain and throughout
the world, must be prepared to face all
the pain of unity, which, though it cannot be bought at any price, can only be
won at some cost.
For the unity we seek will mean pain
and sacrifice. I can understand, for instance, the agony of our ordained ministers who feel that in the Service of
Hcconciliation they will seem to be submitti11g to another ordination. It is expressly stated in that Service tJrnt there is
no intention of calling in question the
effectiveness of either of our minislries,
but nevertheless, it is clear that in order
that the ministries might be fully acceptable to both churches there has to be
a recognizable act, the act of laying on of
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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This act clearly calls for humility on both
sides. Some have even used the word
"humiliation." But I wonder whether it is
any greater than the humility which our
Lord Himself showed when, knowing
that He Imel no need of baptism, He yet
chose to submit to it in order "to fulfill
all righteousness." This is what I mean by
saying that in the act of reconciliation we
can show how it is in the Spirit of Christ
Himself that such a thing becomes possible, and that we come to it not in pride
but in penitence.
It is above all as an act of love that
we look on this Scheme of Union. A few
months ago I was discussing it with someone who claimed that it would be enough
for us to seek spirihial unity and not to
attempt to express this in any kind of
organic union. I ventured to ask whether
he thought his own spirihial unity with
his wife was greater before or after they
were married. "But that's different," he
protested. "You're talking about people
who love one another. I'm talking about
the Christian Churches!"
The fact is, that some of us in the
churches in Britain, have been learning
in the tremendous struggles these last
few years, to love one another very much,
so much that we are beginning to feel
that we cannot go on living without one
another much longer. Indeed, even since
our Scheme of Union was published, and
quite independently of it, the British
Council of Churches, in its Faith and
Order Conference at Nottingham last
September, solemnly resolved to work
and pray and hope for the union of all
the churches in Britain by Easter, 1980.
The union of ~fothoclists and Anglicans
needs to be understood in that wider context too and in the context of unions now
taking place throughout the world. \Ve
do not know what form the future church
will take, but we hid you in America to
pray for us with real understanding as
we seek to know what is the will of Goel
not only for :rvr ethodism but for the whole
of His Church in this critical time.
On the clay when the Report was first
published, a bouquet of flowers was clelivcrecl at the home of the Chairman of
the Bristol Methodist District with the
compliments of the Bishop of Bristol. Attached to the flowers was a greeting card
which read, "Maybe it's a little early to
talk of an engagement but at least from
today on we can regard ourselves as
'going steady.'" It is in that spirit of a
love affair, rather than of a suicide pact
that we approach this Scheme of Union,
a love affair in which we hope our Methodist brethren across the Atlantic will rejoice with us and one day may even experience themselves.
APHIL 1965

" . .. Some of us in the churches in Britain have been Teaming in the
tremendous strnggles tl1ese last few years to love one another very much,"
Methodists and Anglicans paiticipate in ceremonies dedicating the Old
Rectory at Epu;o1th, home of the Wesle11 famil11, as a sl1ri11e.
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by William J. Hinson
This penetrating analysis of the religious scene in Latin America
is adapted from an address by the Rev. Mr. Hinson, a Methodist
missionary serving in Brazil.

"JJisloric Protes/1111lis111 has rccc11tly 11rrir.;ccl 11/ 11 clccisir.;c /11r11i11g poi11/ i11 its life
a11cl rvork i11 L11ti11 .t\111cric11. The rcspo11sc that these cl111rchcs make In this ]Jfl'.1·c11/
crisis rvill clctcr111i11c lo 11 large exlc11/ their f11t11rc in these various co1111/ries that
111akc up l.11ti11 J\111crica."
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THE MOST SIGNIFICANT fact about the religious situation in Latin America today
is that almost everywhere and in every
aspect of the religious life there is a tremendous ferment. The revolutionary climate and changes which are transforming so radically the social, political and
economic sih1ation is being felt in the
c.:hurches also. Changes in religious attitucle, ideas, structures and institutions
are taking place on a scale never known
before in Latin America.
It is my purpose to consider briefly
three aspects of this religious ferment:
rapid growth, unprecedented renewal
and a deepening crisis. The Homan
Catholic Church, the historical Protestant churches and the Pentecostal movement will be used to illustrate these three
facets of the religious situation in Latin
America today. In choosing these three
church groups, however, we must not
ignore the importance of such syncretistic
movements as spiritism, that mixture of
African animism, Catholic popular religion, with Karclee spiritualism thrown
in. It is growing at a phenomenal rate in
some places, especially in Brazil. in part
because it offers a form of escape from
the anxieties and insecurities of social uprooting. Neither can one ignore the growing appeal of secularism. especially
among the rapidly increasing middle
class or sec.:tor where the church, if it is
not acti"ely resented as a part of the
old order, at least is considered irrek\'ant. The many social, economic and
educational changes that are taking place
in Latin American life seem to contribute
toward the process of secularization,
more especially in those countries where
there is a historv of anti-clericalism.
In speaking ~f the religious situation
in Latin America todav, one cannot
ignore also the so-called ;ccular religions
of our time-communism and nationalism. \Ve arc all familiar with the bcwiklering fervor of these two mm•emcnts
which ha,·e all the characteristics of the
traditional religions. They arc ahlc lo
generate such furor and fanaticism hec.:ause they express. on the one hand, the
pent-up resentments against the injustices of the old order, and on the other
hand, they articulate in simple, clear
slogans and catchwords certain hopes
and aspirations of the students, workers
aml peasants who arc hugely outside the
inflnence of any of the churches. There
is one other ominous fact ahont these
two lllO\'l'mcnts in Latin America which
conlrilmtcs clecisin:ly toward creating
suc.:h an explosive sitnation there. That
is the natural alliance between the two.
They both ha\'e the same common enemy
... North American imperialism, which
lo them is Satan incarnate. This is, in
large mcasme, the appeal of Castroism
\\'01\LD OUTLOOI\:
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LATIN AMERICA

"Communism and nationalism
express
. . . the pent-up resentments again~t the
iniustices of the old order ..." Slums and
new luxury buildings contrast in Rio de
Janeiro.
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which claims to represent this combination of Latin American nationalism and
:tviarxist theory. In this new syncretistic
faith which generates such religious,
evangelistic fervor, especially among the
university students, nationalism furnishes
the emotional thrust and Marxism the
doctrine. It offers the principal challenge
to the Church in its attempt to reach the
students who have such an important
role, not only in regard to the future , but
who wield tremendous power in the present situation in almost every Latin American country.
In many ways the most striking aspects
of the religious situation in Latin America
has been the rapid growth of Protestantism in the last thirty-five years. One observer commented recently that "modern
church history offers no more dramatic
upsurge of evangelical forces than the
phenomenal growth of the Protestant
community in Latin America." Already it
has passed the ten million mark, with
GO%of this growth with the last thirty-five
years. Today about 5% of the total population is Protestant, varying from less than
1%in Ecuador to 11%in Chile. Vi' e Protestants like to point with pride to the fact
that Protestantism is growing more
rapidly in Latin America than in any
other area of the world at the present
time. But one thing we usually ignore
is that a very large percentage of this
growth comes from the Pentecostal movement rather than the historical Protestant
Churches. This movement began some
half century after that of the historic
churches and yet at least one-third of the
Protestants in Latin America today are
Pentecostals. In Brazil, 1foxico and Chile,
its growth has indeed been phenomenal.
The movement originated in Methodist
congregations in Chile in 1909 as a revival of a particular type. The movement
spread quite rapidly in the Chilean :tvlethodist Church and in 1911 the church authorities expelled them on such charges
as lack of discipline, disorder during the
services and teaching false docb·ines. Today it is estimated that 80%of all Chilean
Protestants are Pentecostals. This is the
Protestant Church of Chile. According to
the latest estimate there are over 700,000
Pentecostals in Chile or about 10%of the
population.
Its growth in the two largest countries
of Latin Ame1ica, Brazil and Mexico,
has been almost as amazing. In 1935 only
9% of Brazil's Protestants, excluding the
German Lutheran com1mmities, belonged
to Pentecostal churches. By 1958 this percentage had risen to 55%. It is estimated
that today there are nearly two million
Pentecostals in Brazil. I have been told
that on the average Sunday there are
more Pentecostals at worship in the city
of Hio than in any city in the world.

Their growth in Mexico has b een nothing
less than spectacular also. Today 60% of
the Protestant church members in that
country are Pentecostals.
In the light of such phenomenal
growth, perhaps we should ask the question as to the reason why Pentecostalism
is growing so much more rapidly than the
historic Protestant churches, in spite of
all the resources, human and financial,
which we have sent and continue to send
to Latin America.
Certainly one important factor is that
it is much more indigenous than any
other movement or group in Latin American Protestantism. It has firm roots in
the life and culture of the counh-y. To
many Latin Americans the historic Protestant churches are considered to be
expressions of a foreign culture, transplanted into the life of the country.
A second factor has been their sh·ong
sense of mission. They have a missionary
zeal which other bodies do not seem to
have. One of the keys to the growth of
Pentecostalism has been its effectiveness
in mobilizing its total membership in
continuous evangelistic endeavor.
A third factor in their growth has been
that they have largely avoided institutionalism. In the process of planting
churches most Cluistian missions have
built up various instih1tions. The function of Pentecostalism was to win men to
Christ and plant churches. As a consequence they have had a mobile, dynamic movement which could easily
adapt itself to a rapidly changing society.
Closely related to this is a fourth factor. The Pentecostal Churches have, from
the beginning, been almost wholly selfsupporting. Practically all of their work
is financed by its own members. Since
tithing is the general rule, and there are
no expensive instih1tions to support, this
is possible.
\:Ve have, however, reserved perhaps
the most important factor for the last.
They have been reaching the economically and socially dispossessed people
who have been neglected by Roman
Catholicism and , for the most part, untouched by b·aditional Protestant missions. And this group represents the overwhelming majority of the population in
most Latin American counh·ies.
Thus their growth has been explained
in various ways by sociologists. One
author explains it in terms of a deep
sean;:h for a community experience which
is found in the sense of solidarity and
mutual love and security that the group
provides. Another attributes their growth
to the warmth of an emotionally satisfying expe1ience as found in their worship.
Still another says that conversion to Protestantism, especially to its sectarian
varieties, constitutes one of the many
WORLD OUTLOOK

ways in which hostility and rebellion
against a decaying social structure may
be expressed. The more pronouncedly a
Protestant body deviates from the traditional Latin American societv, the more
attractive it has proved to. be to the
masses. ~fothodism, he says, for example,
is handicapped because of its episcopal
hierarchical sh·ucture and sharp clifferentation between the clergy and laity. But
Pentecostalism, on the other hand , seems
better equipped to channel and symbolically express mass rebellion.
Perhaps more pertinent is the observation of a Latin American theologian, Dr.
Jose Miguez Bonino. His comment is
that, for the first time, significant groups
of population seem to have found a
Christian understanding and interpretation of their existence to which they can
confidently enh·ust themselves. This Pentecostal Church they feel to be their own.
This religion shapes their lives, patterns
their conduct, ties them in community
and opens up the springs of joy.
In choosing Roman Catholicism to
illush·ate the unprecedented renewal that
is beginning to take shape in Latin America it is not my intention to imply that the
signs of renewal can be found only in the
Homan Catholic Church. It is simply that
the renewal taking place in that church
is most significant. In the first place, it
is almost wholly unprecedented in Latin
American Catholicism. Secondly, in spite
of its many weaknesses and serious problems in all parts of Latin America, it is
still the dominant church there. Thirdlv,
the signs of renewal are more easily di~
ccmible in Homan Catholicism than in
the other religious groups.
The causes for this growing concern for
renewal are difficult to pinpoint. One of
the major factors seems to have been the
papacy of John XXIII. I-le appears to
have accelerated tremendously the forces
already at work for renewal and to have
liberated new ones. It has been exciting
to watch at close hand the way his spilit,
addresses and encyclicals gave such great
impulse to renewal in the Latin American
Catholic Church. One other catalyst has
certainly been the presence and challenge of Protestantism in Latin America.
Influences have come indirectly from the
Protestant ecumenical movement and
theological renewal, especially by way of
French, Belgian and even some North
American Catholic missionaries serving
in Latin America. One must recognize
also as a conb·ibuting factor, the challenge presented by the revolutionmy
through
Latin
changes
sweeping
America.
Vlhatever the sources may be, the
growing concern and action for renewal
in the Homan Catholic Church is a fact
which we Protestants cannot ignore. Dr.
Al'IUL 19G5

"They (Communism and nationalism) m1ic11late ill simple, clear slogans and catcl1words
cerf(Jin hopes and {}Spiratio11 s of the students, workers and peasants who are largely 011tside
th e influence of any of tlie churches."

"The many social, economic and ed11cational clu;nges that are f(Jking place in Latin America11 life seem to contribute toward the process of sec11lari::ation ."
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LATIN AMERICA

"Of 11artic11lar interest to us is the growing
dialog11e between the Catholics and the
Protestants." The Arclibislwp of Mexico City
talks with Dr. Franklin Clark Fry , clwirnwn
of the Central Committee of the World
Co11ncil of Ch11rches.

lG

John i\lackay said recently that there are
two revolutiona1y h·ends in Latin
America today. "The first is the growing
momentum towards social revolutionary
movement within the Roman Catholic
Church."
The signs of this renewal are numerous and widespread. It is manifest in
liturgical renewal. Of particular interest
to us is the growing dialogue between the
Catholics and Protestants. And we must
admit that the suspicion and hostility has
been, in the past, as present on our side
as the other. But the time is rapidly passing when Catholics confront Protestants
with threats and intimidations, and Protestants confront Catholics with accusations and insults.
Far more significant, however, are the
different Catholic action groups which
are active in almost every phase of Latin
American life. There are movements for
the renewal of family life, different professional groups, labor groups, student
groups, all with the backing of the
church, to try to relate Christian faith to
the daily life.
The most striking sign of renewal in
the Latin American Catholic Church is
growing social consciousness. One of the
fruits of this growing social consciousness has been the tremendous upsurge of
the Christian Democratic Party in Latin
America which, with its recent impressive
victory in the presidential elections in
Chile, has suddenly become a live alternative as the best political instrument
for canying out social change in Latin
America. It combines the two most important emphases needed in Latin American political life-a firm commihnent to
radical social reform and rapid economic
development carried out through the
democratic process. The party places its
platform and philosophy within the context of the Christian social ethic, hut is
striving mightily to avoid being labelled
or becoming in reality a party dominated
by the Homan Catholic Church. Much
of the future of democracy and of Christianity in Latin America will depend
upon the success or failure of the Christian Democratic Party as it tries to carry
out its peaceful revolution in Chile in
the next few years.
This concern for renewal is naturally
not felt in the same manner and intensity
in every place in Latin America, but it
does involve laity and clergy alike, and
most important of all, a significant portion of the hierarchy. One has only to
read the pastoral letters put out by some
of the national councils of Bishops to
feel the pulse of this renewal. To give
something of the spirit of this renewal I
want to quote a few passages from the
address given by Dom Helder Camara
when he was inaugurated archbishop of

Olinda and Recife in Brazil last year.
"It is a grace divine to discover the signs
of the times, to be abreast of developments,
to respond fully to the plans of God.
The Church does not live on the bor<ler
of History. It lives in the heart of history by
means of its laity, free, adult and responsible.
The Church <loes not wish to dominate
the march of events. It wishes to serve mankind helping man achieve freedom.
It is a grave responsibility to live in the
days of the Ecumenical Council, Vatican II.
Pope John XXIII, at the opening of the
Council wanted to make it different. He
openly declared that this would not be a
Council for uttering of condemnations-an<l
he smilingly added that the reprehensible
eITors have already been more than condemne<l. The Council should reform the
Church, which is divine in its origin but
which has been entrusted to men sinful and
fragile. To Pope John's way of thinking, the
Church will expedite the union of Christian
Families and attract a great number of men
of good will in accordance with Her efforts
to renew and reform Herself.
vVe all-Clergy, Religious and Laymenmake up, in Christ, the community we wish
open, ,,welcoming, cager for a sincere dialogue.

Historical Protestantism illustrates the
deepening crisis which confronts all of
the church not because its situation is
more critical, but because it has more
recently found itself in the middle of a
crisis brought about by the radical, rapid
changes taking place in Latin America.
Roman Catholicism has been confronted
bv one crisis after another for more than
h;lf a century. Historic Protestantism has,
on the other hand, recently arrived at a
decisive turning point in its life and
work in Latin America. The response that
these churches make to this present crisis
will determine to a large extent their
future in these various countries which
make up Latin America. The question is
whether they will remain a small minority
on the fringe of Latin American life and
history or whether they will become a
truly creative minority with a redemptive
witness and influence in this decisive,
revolutionary age.
There is a deep irony about the situation of the historic Protestant churches
in Latin America today. Just as they were
beginning to win a secure and respected
image of Protestantism the sect groups
and independent missions have flooded in
by the hundreds from the United States
to mar the image. At a time when they
had finally convinced many Latin Americans that it was necessary to have a
sh·ong evangelical movement in their
midst because Hispanic Catholicism had
never had to confront a Reformation and
seemed unrefmmable, the sh·ong winds
of renewal and reform began to blow
through the Homan Catholic Church. At
WORLD OUTLOOK
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a time when m1ss1on boards and missionaries had made significant progress in
transferring decision-making and key
places of leadership to Latin Americans,
the new nationalism is calling into question the validity and place of the foreign
missionary enterprise in its midst. At the
very moment when they were beginning
to feel at home in society, had established
well their ecclesiastical structure and
were well on their way to becoming complacent, middle-class churches, the social
revolution of which we have been speaking overtook them. So that the historical
Protestant Churches in nearly every place
in Latin America are today going through
a time of crisis and agonizing decision
for which they were ill prepared in terms
of leadership, structure or theology.
There have been, in particular, three
characteristics of Latin American Protestantism which have made it difficult for
it to respond creatively to the problems
and issues presented by a rapidly changing and explosive social situation.
One of the major weaknesses of Protestantism in Latin America is its individualism. It has concentrated on the
individual aspect of salvation to such an
extent that the social dimensions and
implications of the gospel have been
almost totally ignored. In an era of profound social crisis, this is a serious weakness which Latin American Protestantism
is beginning to have to face. Certainly the
church cannot forget the person, the
human being for the sake of whom alone
changes of structure, revolutions, or programs of development can be justified.
But the Protestant churches of Latin
America need urgently, desperately, to
learn to wrestle with the great social
issues which are present on every side in
every Latin American country.
It has been further incapacitated by its
legalistic ethic. To be a Protestant in
Latin America has generally meant refraining from doing certain things which
are defined as evil by Nmth American
missionaries brought up in the puritan
tradition. Christian morality was defined
in terms of no smoking, drinking, gambling or dancing. As a consequence, the
weighter matters of the law such as love
and justice have been largely ignored.
Furthermore, it has tended to create a
cleavage between the believer and the
world. As a result of this tendency to
separate itself from the world, Latin
American Protestantism has tended to
develop a ghetto mentality. This tendency has been fmther accentuated by
the fact that in most places it is a small
minority.
There is one other negative factor in
the traditional Protestant churches in
Latin America that made them illprepared to confront the current crisis.
APnIL 1965

They have been fast developing all of the
symptoms and problems associated with
institutionalism. They have been overburdened and immobilized by top-heavy
ecclesiastical structures and administrative machinery, largely imported from
the U. S., so that it has been difficult for
them to react swiftly and creatively in a
rapidly changing social situation. They
had become so preoccupied with their
own existence that they have been largely
unresponsive to and uninvolved vitally in
the political and economic issues.
One of the major problems confronted
by these institutionally minded and hardened churches is that of reaching the
youth. In a climate where radical change
is the passionate desire of the young
people, mere docb·inal orthodoxy, personal piety, the rites and solemn assemblies programmed by the churches hold
no appeal. They cannot understand why
the churches should be so preoccupied
with secondary questions which concern
only the church as an institution while
the revolutionmy ferment is raging in
the streets and counh·ysides of Latin
America. The Protestant student is confronted every day with the great social
issues of the times, but when he looks to
the Church for guidance and direction,
he discovers that the Church itself is
confused and divided. "The facts in Latin
America being what they are," says one
observer, "it is not strange that a large
part of the evangelical youth-above all
the university students-have in the last
two or three years turned to Marxism."
In a recent speech, Dr. Jose Miguez
Bonino, President of Union Seminary in
Buenos Aires, summarized the nature of
this crisis. "The Protestant Church must
learn in Latin America the road of the
Incarnation and conversion of solidarity,
a movement of return with Christ to the
world. Otherwise how is it to pray for a
people whose preoccupations it does not
know, whose joys and sorrows it does not
share, whose customs it disdains and to
whose hopes it is ignorant? The evangelical Church has looked down on the
sinful flesh of our everyday humanity and
has endeavored to save it from outside,
without running the risk of corruption.
The moral purity in which it takes so
much pride has been bought at the price
of fleeing from the desert of the temptation and the Garden of Gethsemane. It
has failed to discern the Christ who waits,
in his own words, 'In the thirsty and the
hungry, the naked and the unsheltered,
the imprisoned and the diseased who surround us everyday.' Rapt in our own
sweet spiritual experiences we have been
deaf to the voice of Jesus Christ who is
out there, fighting the battle of righteousness in the secularized and disbelieving
world."

Fortunately, there are many signs that
Protestantism is facing up to the crisis
with courage, honesty and creativity. In
spite of the widespread theological and
structural fundamentalism in Latin
America, creative ideas, changes and experiments are being seen and heard. One
of the factors that has contributed decisively has been the various area consultations held in the last three or four years.
The first evangelical consultation on
Church and Society in Latin America was
held near Lima, Peru, in 1961. This consultation produced a report on "Christian
and Social Change in Latin America"
which broke new ground, stimulated new
cunents of thought and action.
The second of these area-wide consultations was held a few days later in
Lima on the theme "Christ the Hope of
Latin America." Two denominational
groups have also held consultations. The
Methodists held the first area-wide consultation in their nearly one hundred
years of work in Latin America. The
Presbyterians held one the next year.
Of course we must not interpret these
consultations as necessarily representing
fundamental changes in the life and
thought of the Church. But they do, in
my opinion, represent a significant turning point in the attitude of Latin American Protestantism toward the issues and
problems raised by their existence, playing a similar role as the Vatican Council
in Roman Catholicism. This means that
there are many hopeful signs that Protestantism is at work in Latin America
preparing itself to act responsibly in the
present crisis.

T

HERE is one conclusion which
any observer of the Latin American scene today inevitably
reaches. There is widespread, authentic ferment in almost eve1y area and
aspect of the religious life of this widely
varying group of nations. One must also
hasten to add that this religious ferment
is so far-ranging, varied and complex that
it is impossible at this juncture to make
any firm prediction about its future outcome.
Let us hope and pray that this religious
ferment means that Latin America is on
the threshold of a spi1itual and moral renewal so deep and authentic that the
churches may be able to play a redemptive role in this area of the world where
life and death, peace and violence, hope
and despair, promise and judgment exist
in such explosive proximity. For it may
well be that we are witnessing in Latin
America the beginnings of the religious
reformation which it has been denied for
over four centuries.
[ 173]
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JOHN R. MOTT
ECUMENICAL PIONEER
by George W. Carpenter

May 25 marks the hundredth anniversary of the birth of John R. Mott, the Methodist layman who
was one of the founding fathers of the present ecumenical movement and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
Included in this tribute to Dr. Mott is an appreciation by Dr. George Carpenter, a staff executive of the
Division of World Mission and Evangelism of the World Council of Churches (the former International
Missionary Council, which Dr. Mott helped to found), and a look at Dr. Mott's writings by W. W. Reid,
for many years director of the Department of News Service of the Board of Missions of The Methodist
Church.
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MAY 25, 1965, marks the one-hundredth anniversary of the birth of
John R. Mott. No single person in this
century, and few in any century, have
exerted an influence so wide and deep
upon the whole life of the church, especially in its missionary dimension. He
was the Chairman and the animating
spirit of the Edinburgh Missionary Conference in 1910. He gave form and substance to the movement for cooperation
in mission which stemmed from that conference, and which was the forerunner of
the ecumenical movement as we know it
today. During the same years he gave
equally creative leadership to the International YMCA and to the Student Christian l'vlovement on a world scale.
Above all else, he was an evangelist
among students. Countless young men
and women in Asia and Latin America,
as well as in Europe and North America,
heard from his lips the challenge to
18
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Christian life service. Innumerable Christians responded to his vision of the
Church throughout the world as the one
People of God united in proclaiming the
Lordship of Christ to all mankind.
How could one man do so much? W1rnt
manner of man was he? Physically he
was impressive--tall, massive, and strong,
with heavy brows and great dignity of
bearing. An African describing his first
meeting with Mott said: "As soon as
he came into the room, before he said a
word, we saw that he was a great man."
Mentally and spiritually he was a giant,
one of those rare men in whom perfectly
balanced natural gifts are fused into
greatness by a burning commitment to
Christ. He would have made a great
general-he led instinctively. He had the
mind of a great engineer, combining
hardheaded realism in measuring facts
and reckoning forces, a creative imagination quick to grasp new possibilities, and

a relentless determination in translating
his vision into practical reality. Engineering terms transposed to the realm of
Christian vocation and mission aptly describe his work. For John R. Mott turned
the dynamic forces of the whole Christian movement into new channels. He
created the basic operating sb·uctures of
ecumenical Christianity.
Of course he did not do these things
alone. Many others were always involved,
but it was Mott more than anyone else
who welded those many into one body,
united in pmpose and mighty in effect.
How ,did he do it?
First: He understood the importance of
responsible decision-making. As a young
man Mott was influenced by John Foster's book: Decision of Character. Later
editions carried a preface from his pen,
on the importance of decision to all high
achievement. He conceived evangelism
not in terms of a vague, undefined
WORLD OUTLOOK
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JOHN R. MOTT

Dr. Mott (third from left) at the Amsterdam Assembly
at u;liicli th e " ' orld Council of Church es was formed
i11 1948. Dr. Mott was one of the original wesidents
of the Co1111cil.

Dr. ii/oft (right) and Jolin D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
are shown al a dinner lwnori11g Dr. "llfott 011 the
occasion of his winning !lie Nobel Peace Prize.
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Dr. Mott's body is carried into tl1e \~1ashington Catlzedral for funeral services and burial, following his
death in 1955. Participating clergy are Dean Frnncis Sayre of the Cathedral, M ethodist Bishop Herbert
\·Felch alld Episcopal Bishop Angus Dun.
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"change of heart," but as a definite commitment of one's whole life to finding ancl
doing God's will. Discipleship entails vocation. John Mott himself was one of the
hundred young men who made a life
commitment to the cause of Christian
missions at the J\fount Hennon Conference convened by Dwight L. Moody in
1886. Out of that meeting came the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign
Missions, with its watchword: "The evangelization of the world in this generation"
and its declaration of commitment: "It is
my purpose, if God pe1mits, to become
a foreign missionary." This definiteness
of aim and personal commitment were
primaiy in Mott's own expeiience and
in his challenge to others. He often remarked, "It is less important to do the
work than to multiply the doers."
But he understood very well that
Christians must act corporately as well
as individually to accomplish the purposes to which God calls them. If God
was calling thousands of young people to
offer themselves for missionary service,
then He must also be calling the churches
to make that service possible through
bolder planning and more vigorous action. Above all, the scattered efforts of
many small-scale enterprises needed to
be correlated within a broad common
strategy. Only so could waste of resources
be avoided and the proclamation of the
Gospel be pressed forward with maximum effect. Hence it was necessary to
persuade the leaders of the churches and
missionary societies to face their world
task together.
In 1900 a great "Ecumenical iW issionary Conference" had been held at Carnegie Hall in New York. More than 4,000
people attended all or part of its sessions.
But it was chiefly promotional in character and did little to foster common
planning or united action. Mott saw the
need for a gathering more conducive to
decision-making. In 1906 he wrote :
"To my mind the missionary enterprise
at the present time would be much more
helped by a thorough unhurried conference of the leaders of the boards of North
America and Europe than by a great
popular convention. I feel strongly on
this point."
When Mott felt strongly on a point (as
he often did) things began to happen.
By 1908 groups as widely scattered as
India, Germany, Great Britain and the
United States had agreed that the next
world missionary conference should consist of appointed delegates able to speak
responsibly and to influence the thinking
of the bodies they represented.
Second: Mott insisted on knowing the
facts. Reliable information is a prerequisite of responsible decision-making.
Preparation for the 1910 conference inAl'HTL 1965

eluded two years of intensive work gathering information and drafting study
documents. Much of the time at Edinburgh was spent in presenting and reviewing this material. Mott, as chairman, limited speeches from the floor to
six minutes so that every viewpoint could
be heard. Thus the thinking of the delegates was based in vivid and comprehensive awareness of the world situation confronting them. Edinburgh became the
prototype of the study conferences which
have become an essential device for
achieving consensus on important issues.
lVIott's insistence on adequate knowledge as a prerequisite of decision-making
found expression again in 1913, when the
post-Edinburgh Continuation Committee
met at The Hague. The Committee made
the following statement:
"In the judgment of the Continuation
Committee the only bodies entitled to
determine missionary policy are the
home boards, the missions and the
churches concerned. It believes, however, that the missionary movement is
passing into an era in which missionary policy in any particular area can be
rightly determined only in view of the
situation in that area as a whole, and
in relation to other work which is being
carried on. The Continuation Committee
is of the opinion that in this situation its
function is to serve the boards by placing
at their disposal all information accumulated by its special committees, by inviting the boards to come together as occasion arises in order that they may consider in common particular questions
affecting more than one board, and by
helping them through its special international connections to study missionary problems in the light of all the facts."
The most immediate consequence of
this action was the establishment in 1914
of the Missionary Research Library in
New York. Over the longer term the consultative process outlined in The Hague
declaration has become axiomatic for
churches and missions in ever-increasing
segments of their life. Facilities for intercommunication are much more highly
developed now than they were in Mott's
clay, but the sharing of information is
still inadequate at many points.
Third: Mott believed Christian decisions must be made in the context of
God's action in history. Eve1y hour was
in his eyes a decisive hour. Every gathering of God's servants had its pa1ticular
timeliness in relation to God's ongoing
purpose. If decisions that should be made
at a particular moment were not made,
the result could be not merely a setback,
it might amount to a betrayal of duty toward God and man. Christians should
think not in merely human and prudential terms, but in terms of the stupendous

riches of God's grace and the resources in
the hands of God's people waiting to be
used.
Fourth: He believed that decisions
should lead directly to action. He was
burdened with a sense of urgency. He
believed that responsible planning is
planning with the intention of fulfilment.
In conducting meetings Mott always insisted on practical proposals that could
be canied into effect promptly and with
conviction.
All this is admirably expressed in his
closing address at the Edinburgh Conference.
"The encl of the conference is the beginning of the conquest. The encl of the
planning is the beginning of the doing.
... It is not God's will that the influences
set forth by Him shall cease this night.
Rather shall they course through us out
to the very ends of the earth. In a few
hours we shall be scattering ourselves
among the nations and the races of mankind, and God sends us forth to large
things. 1-~e is a great Goel. He is summoning us to vaster, greater plans than we
had in mind when we came here, plans
adequate in scope, in thoroughness, in
strategy and in the spirit that shall carry
them out.
"But ... infinite harm will have b een
done to have gathered here and have
had facts and ai·guments burning in our
brains with convincing force, to have had
our hearts stirred with deep emotion,
unless we give adequate practical expression to all these emotions and convictions ... If these things do not move
every one of us ... to enter with Christ
into larger things ... what can the living
God do that will move us?"
Finally, Mott pioneered in creating
struchll'es for responsible Christian action together. He perceived that energy
can only be harnessed and channeled by
suitable devices. The "superhuman factor-the irresistible might of God" has
to operate through human chaimels both
personal and corporate.
So from 1908 onward he insisted that
the Edinburgh Conference must give rise
to a continuing structure "for further
and permanent cooperation in the missionary enterprise." Initially this was the
Continuation Committee. In 1921 it
took permanent form in the International
Missionaiy Council. Meanwhile Mott
himself undertook a long series of Continuation Committee Conferences in Asia
which resulted in the establishment of
Christian Councils in India, Japan , China
and Korea, and eventually in many other
countries. A conference at Panama in
1916 resulted in the formation of the
Committee on Cooperation in Latin
America. It was not until 1934 that Mott
visited Africa in person, but in the mean[ 177]
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time Christian councils had been formed
in Congo and South Africa, and beginnings made elsewhere under the impulsion of Edinburgh. Great Britain and
North America had conferences of missionary societies even before Edinburgh.
Similar bodies were soon formed on the
continent of Europe, so the International
Missionary Council had from the beginning a widely representative character.
l\fott was less involved personally in
the other two streams of ecumenical concern to which the Edinburgh Conference
gave impulsion; i.e., the Faith and Order
Movement and the Christian Life and
Work l\fovcment. But he took an active
interest in them and he lived long enough
to see them coalesce in the "7orJd Council of Churches.
In a profound sense all Christians
everywhere arc the spiritual heirs of
this great man. For whatever the church
of one's affiliation, that church has received an accession of vitality and stands
today in a richer, more challenging relationship with other churches because of
his vision and influence. The active
worldwide fellowship of Christians working together in unity for mission which
we now call the ecumenical movement is
too great to be contained in any single set
of visible structures. It inhabits, but it
also transcends, the organs we havethe \Vorld Council of Churches, the regional, national and local councils of
churches, the world confessional bodies,
and the growing linkages between Orthodox, Protestant and Roman Catholic
churches. John H. :t-dott would have rejoiced that Goel has provided these more
adec1uatc means for Christian action together. But he would have challenged
us to think and act still more boldly and
creatively. Most of the structures and patterns through which the churches now
work were formed long ago in societies
vastly different from those of today and
tomorrow. Each of the Christian h·aclitions has become historically embedded
in particular patterns. None of these is
absolute or final. Because their lifespan is several times that of a man, they
give us the impression of permanence.
Actually they are always in Aux. They
are subject to the laws of growth and
decay, and by God's miraculous grace
they arc likewise subject to rebirth and
renewal. \,Vithin a single lifetime new
ecumenical structures have been grafted
into the visible form of the Church. They
arc now part of its functional wholeness.
But this is not the encl of growth and
change. Shall we not look forward and
go forward together with the same realism, the same imaginative boldness,
the same reliance on Goel and the same
vigor of decision and action which
marked the witness of John H. ~"otlr
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A FRESH LOOK
AT JOHN R. MOTT
by \i\T. \i\T. REID

A

FRESH LOOK at the writings of
Dr. John H.. l\Iott, on the centenary
of his birth in a small New York State
village, again emphasizes the remarkable
-and even lonely-place of creative
leadership in Christian and missionary
thought and achievement he held for
more than half a century.
From the beginning of his development of the college student work of the
International Young i\Ien's Christian Associations in 1888 (when he was twcntythrce years of age), through and beyond
the 1939 Conference of the International
Missionary Council in Madras, India, this
Methodist layman was the recognized
spearhead in world missions, in the recruitment of missionaries, in Christian
life on college campuses, in contincntwide and worldwide conferences on
Christian missions, church unity, and in
in tcrfaith religious cooperation.
Almost three quarters of a century
ago, Dr. l\Iott-using terms better understood in that day-was sowing the seeds
of "mission," of "ecmncnicity," of interfaith and of interdenominational planning: concepts we arc apt to think our
generation disco\'crcd or projected.
Perhaps two other things ought. in all
fairness, to be said here. There is little in
Dr. Mott's writings. nor were there in
the thousands of speeches he made in colleges. and al conferences and con\'entions

where he was headlined for sixty years.
to mark him as a deep and original
thinker.
But he had a remarkable ability to
take the "best thought" of a group or
convention, logically organize it, and
project it with new clarity and vividness,
so that it found enthusiastic acceptance
by a new audience. He could literally
"tell your story better than you could."
And here was about him a power that
won men to his following.
He wrote sonorous prose-and spoke
the same. It was in a day that wanted
such prose. His prose was of the classic
"i\Iacaulcy school," the height of English
achievement in his college years. The
accumulation of adjectives before a noun.
and the multiplicity of verbs after il.
were often the despair of those who tried
to report his speeches. But his learned
audiences (and most of his audiences
were of college level and above) "ate
it up."
The Association Press. in 1946-47, published Addresses and Papers of ]ollll R.
Moil-an interesting and characteristic
group of his miscellaneous writings. ( 6
volumes, $36). But all Dr. ~lott's earlier
books are now out of print; though most
of them can be found in missionary and
college libraries. in some church ancl
commtmilv libraries, and in most of the
more con;plete 11sccl-book stores. They
WOHLD OlTTLOCll\:

JOHN R. MOT'T

ON AFRICA
Even in the great heart of Africa
the streams of modern progress are
moving with increasing momentum.
It took Stanley 104 days to make
the journey from the East Coast to
Victoria Nyanza, whereas it can
now be made by rail in comfort
within three days .... In the year
1907 the mails of British East Africa
and of the Congo carried three million letters and parcels.
Educational progress is also evident. Not a few h·ibes and peoples
have within a generation acquired
a written language and the beginning of a literature. l\fany hundreds,
if not thousands, of schools under
government and missionary auspices may now be found throughout this expanse, where at the time
of Livingstone's journeys there
were none. . . . In Uganda alone
there are in these schools over
30,000 boys and girls. There are
also large sales of school books and
Christian literature in the vernaculars.
. . . This continent is in many
respects the most plastic part of
the world, and will be during this
generation the most readily susceptible to whatever influences are
brought to bear upon it.
-Exc:crpts from 11 Devclo1nne11t in Centred Africa" by John R ..Mott in "Decisive
Hour of Christian JltiHsiouH .. quoted from
The Missionary Voice (forcrwnwr of World
Outlook) July, 1911, 11aycs 18-19.
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still throw light on interesting chapters

in church and missionary history; and
they give a pioneer participant's view of
some religious movements and organizations now within the stage's spotlight.
The Evangclization of the W oriel in
This Generation; published by the Stu-

dent Volunteer Movement for Foreign
Missions; 245 pages; 1900.
This volume was undoubtedly Dr.
~fott's greatest contribution to the cause
of Christian evangelization and missions,
the volume that attracted worldwide attention, sharpened Protestant thinking
on the overseas task, and established the
author (then thirty-five) as the spokesman and leader of the church's enterprise. He was then not long returned
from a two-year, one-man survey of the
mission fields across the world.
The writing well illustrates Dr. Mott's
ability to garner ideas and proposals from
many sources and to organize and project
them. On page 2, he acknowledges that
"The evangelization of the world in this
generation" was the watchword of the
Student Volunteer Movement in many
lands, and not his own personal creation
as many persons still think. But it was
Dr. Mott, by speech and by pen, who
made it a living challenge for the better
part of a century, and who , through it,
gave thousands of consecrated Chris-

tian youths a "star" to which to hitch
hope, plan, and life service. Any lesser
aspiration would have been unworthy of
their high task.
In this volume, Dr. Mott proceeds
logically from a definition of the watchword, through chapters on: the obligation to evangelize the world (scriptural);
difficulties in the way; the possibility (of
evangelizing) in view of the achievements of the first generation of Christians; possibility in view of some modern
missionary results; possibility in view of
the opportunities, facilities, and resources
of the church; possibilities as 'viewed by
the leaders of the church (they are
quoted); factors on the mission field and
factors on the home field essential to the
evangelization of the world; the value of
the watchword to the program.
The volume is still a powerful thesis
for Christian evangelization, mission, and
missions.
The Pastor and ll1oclcrn Missions pub-

lished by tl1e Student Volunteer "Movement; 249 }!ages; 1904.
This volume is sub-titled "A plea for
leadership in world evangelization." It is
addressed to the pastor of every denomination who "holds the divinely appointed
office for inspiring and guiding the
thought and activities of the church. By
virtue of his position he can be a mighty
[ 179]
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force for the world's evangelization."
This book opens with a sweeping view
of the non-Christian world as the new
century begins, and the meaning of the
situation to the churches of Christendom.
Succeeding chapters offer many suggestions-still valid and largely unrealized
-for the local church and its pastor to
become involved in world evangelization.
The content of these chapters had earlier been given in the Merrick Lectures at
Ohio Wesleyan University, and in lectures on missions at Yale Divinity
School, McCormick Theological Seminary, and Princeton Theological Seminary. Many of the young people who
went to the mission fields in the first
and second decades of this century could
trace their concern for non-Christian people to these lectures.
The Decisive Hour of Christian Missions; published by Eaton and Mains

for the Young People's Missionary Movement; 270 pages; 1910.
Ten years and the World Missionary
Conference (Edinburgh, Scotland) after
the publication of The Evangelization of
the World in This Generation, Dr. Mott
sent to the press The Decisive Hour in
Christian Missions. This volume made a
notable impression throughout the Christian and English-speaking worlds. Written for a committee of critical editors,
written especially for the layman (and
omitting the theological approach of the
earlier book), it soon was a classical text
in the field of world missions.
It bears much of the "new Christian
discovery" in missions which early in the
century was being made in Asia and the
Middle East-discoveries that appeared
for the first time on the horizon in Edinburgh. Dr. Mott was enthusiastic, as was
Edinburgh, about the "plastic and changing nations" people knew little about a
few decades earlier: Japan, the Orient's
new leader; the aroused Korea; the giant
social and economic strides in China;
the expanding search of China for modern education; progress in Turkey, India,
Persia, Burma, Afghanistan; women's
growing place in Asia; new outlooks in
central Africa, South Africa, Egypt: yes,
the opening doors for the gospel everywhere. The sh.1' had few clouds.
Chapter II lets America and Europe
know of the evils that their trade and
lust are injecting into the otherwise bettering life in non-Christian lands. The
author refers not only to the evils of
liquor, but also we hear-almost for the
first time-of the dangers of the cinema
and the literary output we are pouring
into Asia and Africa. And we learn that
teachers and preachers, schools and
chutches, arc the antidote for all this evil.
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Chapter III is optimistic that there is a
rising spiritual tide in the non-Christian
world-and that this tide may carry forward the Christian message.
The Present-Day Summons to the
World Mission of Christianity; Cokes-

Leaders seemed impressed, some "union
projects" were gotten under way-but
for the most part budgets held their
long-established control by denominational boards.
This small volume is the heart of the
plea Dr. Mott made to the churches thirty
years ago: much of it might have been
written yesterday-indeed, is being written today by leaders of the ecumenical
movement.

bury Press; 325 pages; 1931.
The ten chapters of this volume comprise the Cole Lectures for 1931, delivered by Dr. Mott under the Cole Foundation of the School of Religion of Vanderbilt University. In these lectures Dr. Five Decades and a Forward View;
Mott attempted to note the changes and Harper and Bros.; 140 pages; 1939.
trends-good and bad-in the sociaJGrowing out of a series of lectures on
religious-intellectual-economic situations the Sprunt Foundation in 1939, at the
confronting the missionary forces of Union Theological Seminary of Virginia,
Christendom-twenty years after the his- Dr. Mott prepared what is in essence his
toric missionary conference in Edin- experiences in, and observations of, the
burgh.
principal developments in the progress of
The factual titles of the chapters in Christianity's witness across the world
The Present-Day Summons will indicate during five decades. It is the history of
its scope, and the ready acceptance it had movements-all phases of one great
in the churches: World Trends; Summons movement; but the autl10r was so inof Rural Life; Summons of Industry; volved in the shaping of much of that
Summons of Race; Summons to Share; history tlmt it becomes autobiographical
Summons to Serve; Summons to Cooper- in many places. In recounting his own
ate; Summons of the Living Message; contributions, Dr. Mott is both modest
Summons to the Home Base; Summons and reticent-but his masterly leadership
for the Momentous Day.
is never quite lost sight of.
There is a very real sense in which
The story begins with the "student misthis volume by Dr. Mott (pioneering a sionary uprising" that took place at Wilvast array of books by others updating liams College in 1806, but hurries on to
the points of view here presented), plus 1886 and the developments among stuthe many addresses and consultations on dents at Mount Hermon and with
the same topics with denominational and Dwight L. Moody-eventuating two
interdenominational groups, had proyears later in the Student Volunteer
found bearings on the beginnings and on
the directions taken by what later be- Movement for Foreign Missions. There
came known as the "ecumenical move- follow accounts of the development and
ment." Indeed, Dr. Mott literally shocked influence of the SVM; the launching and
many denominational gatherings by tell- branching out of the Laymen's Missioning them that to help achieve this larger ary Movement; the World Missionary
goal of Christian and missionary unity Conference in Edinburgh in 1910, and
they might soon be called to "surrender" the following conferences in Jerusalem
or '1end" some of their ablest leaders to and Madras; the formation and history
service for all the churches. Actually, this ·of the International Missionary Council.
did take place, and is still taking place
The Larger Evangelism; Abingdonall over the Christian world.
Cokesbury; 103 pages; 1944.
Cooperation and the W oriel Mission;
This last small volume from Dr. Mott's
published by the International Mission- pen is in many ways a summary of his
ary Council; 79 pages; 1935.
thinking through five decades. Together,
As Dr. Mott grew older, as he viewed the chapters constituted tlie Sam P. Jones
the social and intellectual havoc of World Lectures at Emory University in 1944War I, and as his travels across the world when Dr. Mott was seventy-nine.
brought him more and more into contact
TI1e book opens with a never-to-bewith men and nations ruled by conflicting forgotten definition of "larger evangeideologies, he became increasingly dis- lism"-a definition that might well be
trustful that competing denominations of given in our day to the concept "the
Christians were adequate for the task of missi6n of the Church": "The supreme
world evangelization. He appeared be- purpose of the Christian church is to
fore many missionary and other church make Jesus Christ known, trusted, loved,
bodies (of the denominations) pleading obeyed, and exemplified in the whole
for united planning, pooling of forces, range of individual life-body, mind,
strategic deployment of missionary per- and spirit-and also in all human relasonnel, flexibility and imagination in the tionships. This is incomparably tl1e most
methods and areas of evangelization. important work for every Christian."
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The elders had no hint of understanding;
They spread their cloaks and sang their songs for one
\iVho would seize power, regally commanding,
And rout their foes completely, sparing none.

i

'·

Had not been added to the ardent shout
His heart would have known loneliness and sadness
Enough to make the very stones cry out.

SIGNS

by HELEN G. JEFFEHSON
There are three signs that clearly show God's grace:
The first, the bright star in the Eastern skies
\Vhich led the 1viagi to the Child they sought.
Follow the star, for it still leads the wise. ·
Black clouds are background of the second sign,
A cross in silhouette upon a hillGod ~anifesting his atoning love,
The Son obedient to his Father's will.
The third sign came as rays of rising sun
Shov, ed rolled-back stone, revealed that Goel forgives.
This promise comes with every Easter dawn
And joy-filled hearts arc certain Christ still lives.
1
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If all the children's songs of loving gladness
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The children sang till every one could hear them
Because they loved Him for His loving ways.
It was enough for them to have Him near them.
It was no thought of thrones that roused their praise.

by HOBEHT GHANT ( 1779-1838)
0 measureless might, ineffable love,
While angels delight to hymn thee above,
The humbler creation, though feeble their lays.
\Vith true adoration shall sing to thy praise.

;
I

by JANE l'vIERCHANT
The day our Savior heard the children singing
Hosannah in the highest, did they save
For Him the day of empty triumph bringing
Him nearer to the garden, cross, and grave?
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of the believers are depicted 11y
Gerard Dnvitl in "Lnmentntion."
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COIVIFO R~~
by WEBB DYCUS
Even the shadow of the Lord is shelter.
I would not turn from Him so for away
But that I feel His saving shade about me
Throughout the weary hours of night and day.
Under His wings He offers ample refugcA fortress in our need which shall endure.
Draw near, my heart, accept this ready comfort,
And know His constancy and care are sure.

A

20th century (lrfist,
Andre Del'<tin, (lppro(lc/ies (11>slr(lction lntt uses the p(lfler11 of
sh(lpes to emplwsize tlw closeness of "The L(lsf Supper."
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WI THEN

a friend of mine was
;1bout to depart the safety of
her home town for a long journey to a land in which lurked-or seemed
to lurk-serious danger to life and limb,
I wanted to send her a ban voyage card.
The run-of-the-mine, insipid, almost
meaningless good wishes I saw at first
clid not at all fit the case of my friend,
as she started on her possibly dangerous

9'W1

\Vt\)'.

At last I found what I wanted-a simple card inscribed: "Travel lighthearted." Since my friend's good judgment, and her strong sense of duty as
well, pointed to the wisdom of taking
this b·ip, I knew at once that I could
appropriately send this cheerful message.
Yet I pondered:
Is not light-heartedness really a blinking of serious issues? Has anyone a right
to go through this modern life serenely?
Have you and I, in this year of grace
nineteen hundred and sixty-five? And
then I thought of Easter. Is faith in God,
and in the message and meaning of
Easter morning, and its transforming
power, a true and practical answer to
those questions?
The earthly life of Jesus, from nativity
to Calvary and the resurrection, for all
its crises, cruel disappointments, and apparent negations of his supreme faith in
the love of a heavenly Father, was a road
he "b·aveled light-hearted" in unshaken
confidence that he had "come from God
and was on His way to Him."
This motivating faith was revealed
with utter clarity in every act, even in
the events of the night before his passion.
May such undeviating assurance be
ours today in Him?
As Jes us talked-how oft in vain-to
his uncomprehending disciples, he
stressed again and again the wonder of
life.
Jesus lived his days, not in fearful apprehension as we are all too apt to do,
but as a rich, full, joyous experience of
the God of love whom he incarnated.
Man though he was, with all a man's
terrible problems, he yet gave constant
evidence of his positive assurance that
this present is only a beginning. And he
felt that every swift passing minute of
life, even its most drab and most dangerous episodes, may be accepted as part
and parcel of the eternal life which his
resurrection was to proclaim and to certify.
Life more abundant Jesus heralded,
not only in a future, the details of which
are not as yet vouchsafed to men, but
here and now.
Jesus mapped out and followed a joyous course, full and happy-not a dragging, half-miserable existence from which
death was to bring escape. No, No! From
30
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such dull captivity, such depressing acceptance of second-best in one's relation
to the universe, Christ's teaching, his life,
death, and resurrection can, if we will,
deliver us.
\Ve remember that Jesus said, quite
clearly: "I have come that men may have
life and may have it in all its fullness."
There is magnificence, not cringing lmmility, in his acceptance consciously,
and with a beloved child's trustfulness, of
life as coming from the hand of God.
In the Methodist ritual for the baptism
of infants there is a prayer:
"God of His bounteous goodness will
grant unto (the child to be baptized)
the continual replenishing of His grace."
And it goes on to say: "Grant that by
the aid of the Holy Spirit he may be
steadfast in faith , joyful through hope,
and rooted in love, and that he may so
live the life that now is that he may enter
triumphantly the life which is to come."
What, in the last analysis, do those
stately phrases mean but a trusting request to a loving Father that even one of
His littlest ones may travel steady but
light-hearted, in happiness because he
travels in obedience?
How difficult we make it to take our
Lord at his word, and to find life good in
him. Seldom do we give time and consideration to understanding that he means
our living to be no vale of tears, but
rather a joyous experience.
Instead of harping on the negatives of
our existence we may actually live this
fullness of life to which all his teaching
seems to call us.
"This is eternal life, to know Thee who
alone art truly God, and Jesus Christ
whom Thou hast sent."
That's clear enough, isn't it? Jesus'
own life confirms his teaching. The hard
journey between the focal points which
we call Christmas and Easter is lived to
the full because, moment by moment, experience by experience, it is a faith-filled
conforming of his will to the likeness and
to the will of God. By such conforming
Jesus opened to all men the only way
really to know "Him who alone is Goel."
When one does begin, even haltingly,
to enter into life through Jesus' example, what joy unfolds! :Mere existence
deepens into life-life with a goal, a
goal which ennobles it in every homely
detail, as well as in every great revelation-in ease or in difficultv, in material
wealth or in grinding pove;ty, in fear or
nascent hope. vVhat a gift! How significant even the least important of us beco1nesl
':.!.;_i
Through Christ, in life and death,
come joy, meaning, purpose. Again and
again we are "surprised by joy:" Indeed,
the late C. S. Lewis made that phrase
the meaningful title of his autobiography.

~~TBAVEJ :j
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Accepting the Gift, we may travel lighthearted.
Such acceptance, or as the late Dag
Hammarskjold called it, "saying 'yes'
to Goel," involves, of course, honest acceptance of our status, not merely as his
creatures, but also as his dear children
whom he loves with an everlasting love.
The Sermon on the i\fount provides,
I think, the surest, simplest statements
of practical ways of implementing such
acceptance. This Sermon sets guide posts
for our earthly journey, and even its
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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admonitions promise light-hearted travel,
serene and secure in a Father's goodness.
i\fake the Sermon your required reading
this Eastertide. Read, mark, digest.
Probably the Beatitudes, as Jesus proclaimed them, constitute the simplest,
surest guides to the way in which to
make the fact of God's Fatherhood real
in all our living. As one cultivates the
kind of thought and action demanded of
Christ's followers, in even the most commonplace situations, one may "grow in
grace and in the knowledge of Goel"
APHIL Hl65

and man and in understanding of life.
Mercy, faith, righteousness, humility;
"a gentle spirit, a hunger and thirst to
see right prevail, a heart merciful and
pure, a will toward peace in human relationships, a valuing of the Kingdom of
Heaven to the point of suffering persecution for the cause of right." Study these
newer phrasings as they are to be found
in chapter five of lVIatthew's gospel in
the New English Bible.
Our Lord said: "Set your mind on
God's kingdom and His justice before

everything else, and all the rest will
come to you as well." ( l'viatthew 6:3334).
Almost every line conveys joy, the
beauty of God's creation-flowers, birds,
justice, love, assurance of divine knowledge of our needs and of divine power
and will to meet them. There is faith for
the day's problems and complete trust
in the Eternal for all beyond the day.
Now lay beside the Sermon the record of the living of Jesus himself. How
closely the one parallels the other in all
essentials. Let us consider the relevance
of both preachment and life to our own
situation. Do they apply to us?
I read, last Christmas, the stories in
the New York Times about "The Neediest
Cases." For these cases the Times solicits
financial aid, that the agencies of mercy
and help in New York city may be given
the wherewithal to succor them in their
dire necessity.
They were sad stories of human struggles. There were stories of brave men or
women against apparently insuperable
obstacles; stories of illness, mental or
physical, striking a family. There were
accounts of children who developed psychoses under heartrending conditions,
with which parents, for the lack of money
or affection or knowledge, were powerless to cope; and a story of increasing
deafness in one for whom success in
earning a living made hearing absolutely
necessary.
Suffering, of one kind or another,
seemed endless in these cases. Money
would, of course, help enormously, and
so could the concerned care of social
workers. But-could people so disadvantaged really b·avel light-hearted?
Well, Jesus did, suffering the apparent
failure of the mission he had believed divinely appointed, and loss amid ignominious circumstances of his bodily life.
There was callous desertion by the very
men for whose life he was giving his
own life. There was uncertaincy-for he
was truly human-as to his future. Yet,
tempted and tried in all things, he triumphed in confident faith in Goel.
The dying of Jesus was no bitter defeat. Read his words from the cross·
they are the words of a conqueror.
'
Diel what must have seemed to Jesus
abandonment by God-if for only a moment-make him unaware of the women
who wept and wailed along his way to
Golgotha? Or unaware of his mother
and the need she would have for John's
protection after his death?
No, his warmth, tenderness, and utter
unselflslmess won over every hardship,
and persisted even in his worst moment.
So may our faith win, by his grace.
This great legacy is his gift to us at
Easter, and forever.
[ Vl7]
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TWO EASTER.
I

A STORY OF THE METHODIST MISSIONN
by EULALIA COOK

I T \VAS four o'clock in the morning,
It was a beautiful land. From another
Easter morning, 1943.
window, cocoanut palms reflected the
For a little more than a year I had lived glow of the moon. Along the street Ausand worked in the lovely little sugar-mill tralian pines were beginning to grow,
town of Baguanos, which was semi-iso- each one about the height of a horse's
lated amongst vast cane fields in the head.
Oriente province of Cuba.
And it was a land of lovable people.
It was still an hour before daylight, but But tonight I felt separated from them.
I had been awake for a long while. It was
It was the custom in those days to
not only the wild music from the dance have the biggest fiesta of the year on
orchestra a few blocks away which was Saturday and Sunday of Holy \\leek. Alkeeping me awake. It was not only the though this town had never had priest
noise made by the half-drunken people or pastor, still it kept Good Friday as a
quiet and holy day. Not even the chilin the streets.
I was thinking about the Easter sun- dren played that day. No one drove a
rise service. Should we try to have it this nail, for that would be to crucify Christ
year? Maybe it was too soon. Old cus- again. Many old superstitions, mingled
toms give way slowly. But somehow this with religious h·aditions, kept the people
holy day must be reclaimed for Jesus · from doing even ordinary work on Good
Christ.
Friday.
I sat up in bed, and looked out the
But on Saturday the town went wild.
window. An overgrown pasture land lay The traditional yearly verbena began,
across the street; and beyond, in the dim and it usually lasted for three days. The
light of the moon, the sugar cane fields whole town was involved in this celebration. This particular year the "cause"
stretched endlessly away.
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was the equipping of the town's baseball team, which had won fame far beyond the limits of the town.
However, the chief sources of income
were games of chance, dancing, and the
sale of alcoholic beverages. The oerbena
began decently enough in the early afternoon. But by Sunday morning it seemed
that a spirit of debauchery lay upon the
town, and that the devil was having
things his own way.
'Vhere were our young people? I wondered. Would they come?
"Come, Ester, let us make the coffee.
It will soon be dawn," I called to my fellow worker.
Together we made strong black coffee
for ourselves, and enough for those who
might come. How many cups did we
need to measure? Those people from the
new mission , seven hills away, had said
that they wanted to come. 'Vould they
arrive?
The wild music reached its climax,
and dramatically stopped.
In the sudden and surprising quiet a
new music reached our ears. From a distance, weak, and off-key, but clearly,
came the words: Christ, the Lord, is
ris.en today. Allelufali!
~vly heart leapt up. They had come!
Over the seven hills came the young
people, singing a new song. Nearer and
nearer came the music. In joyous triumph
Don Nano Hidalgo and eleven of his
relatives reached our door.
A dozen of the village young people
joined us. Some were red-eyed from the
long night of caring for their kioskos at
the verbena. Something made them feel
that they did not want to miss this new
kind of fiesta. After all, God did have
something to do with this special day.
In the first light of dawn we walked
through the village, our little procession,
singing "Christ the Lord is risen today."
The stragglers in the streets stared,
more in stupor than in surprise, as they
heard our strange song-something
about a Lord risen from the dead.
APRIL 1965
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it was the morning of the
Resurrection, and again it was four
o'clock. Th e place was the same place. I
awoke and looked from my window.
Through the tall Australian pines I saw
the Church of the Good Shepherd. Behind the church the sugar cane fields
sb·etched away endlessly. But the church
in the moonlight was lovely beyond all
believing. The young men had just given
it a new coat of white paint. The hell
tower, the cross, the window panes-altogether, was there ever so beautiful a
temple?
To this church, tonight, would come
new converts to be baptized. Some persons would join the church; many would
renew their church vows. From all the
new little churches round about, the
people would be corning in. Choirs would
sing. It would be a time of gathering in,
a time of joy unto the Lord.
There was a deep quiet over the sleeping village. The custom of having an
Easter week verbena had endetl some
years ago. Last year the biggest fiesta
was an educational Fair, with plenty of
sports and drama and good music-and
it had lasted for three days.
The Fair had involved not only the
town but also the neighboring t.::omrnunities as well. The Department of Agriculture, and the Christian Agricultural
School, and an orchesh·a from the nearest
city, and many other institutions, had
helped to make the Fair a success.
And the money made at the Fair ha<l
helped to build Friendship School. Now
the young people could go on bey0nd
grammar grades. They could get off to

a good start on secondmy education. And
already they were helping to teach
others.
There in the moonlight, on an adjoining lot, set into a well-mowed lawn-was
lovely Friendship School.
Suddenly the silence was shattered by
the noise of an old bus, hired for this
special occasion. Down the street it came,
stopping before the church.
Soon the streets that lead to the church
were full of happy people. Vlith a c1uiet
joy they greeted one another with the
special greeting of Easter morning, "The
Lord is risen."
'Ve got into the bus. Two jeeps and a
station wagon completed our caravan.
We went on to the highest of the hills, to
celebrate our Easter sunrise service. On
the outskirts of town we found people
waiting to join the caravan.
At the top of the hill we found other
people waiting. A big farm truck roared
up, filled with members from a new congregation. Looking below, we saw the
people from "The Church in the Valley"
climbing up to meet us.
Silently, we moved up a narrow path
to where a rustic cross marked our meeting place.
A b·mnpet called us to worship.
Trained voices sang the hymns of Easter.
The vast cane fields sb·etched out to Nipe
Bay. Out of the water, little by little, the
sun came up.
The eternal words of the story of the
first Easter morning were read, loud and
clear.
The voices of praise rang out: "Christ
the Lord is risen today. Hallelujah!"
[ 189]
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.HE WAR ON POVERTY II
ANOTHER CHAPTER IN THE CONTINUING STORY OF WHAT METHODIST
MISSION INSTITUTIONS ARE DOING TO HELP IN THE WAR ON POVERTY.

THE CURRENT governmental effort to lift
people out of the miry clay of poverty
and limitation reflects in some respects a
pattern established in the last centmy
by settlements.
The pattern was one of neighborhoodbased help aimed at making individuals
in that neighborhood self-reliant. It goes
on today, as the 92 settlements and community centers of the National Division
of the Methodist Board of Missions bear
witness.
Services the Methodist-sponsored settlements have been providing over the
years, and continue to provide, either
independently or in cooperation (and
hope of cooperation) with the federal
anti-poverty program, cover every age,
from infant to senior citizen, and a
wide range of human needs from child
care to adult literacy.
From a recent sampling of twenty
Methodist centers we described antipoverty programs of four in the Februaiy, 1965 World Outlook. In this story
we present highlights of six more.
A strong thread of self-help runs
through them all. A comment on his center's programs by the Reverend Charles
E. Frost, superintendent of The Methodist Community Center, Youngstown,
Ohio, might apply to all: "They are
closely related to poverty prevention in
that they are designed to help people
help themselves."
Fom of the centers covered in this
story are in Ohio. Besides the Youngstown center, they are The Rebecca W'illiams Community House, 'Varren ; ·west
Side Community House, Cleveland; and
Friendly Center Community House, Toledo. The other two are in neighboring
states: Lessie Bates Davis Neighborhood
House, East St. Louis, Illinois, and Wesley House, Louisville, Kentucky.
Two of the Ohio centers, Youngstown
and V.'anen, have not as yet presented
proposals for funds under the Economic
Opportunity Act (Antipoverty Bill). The
Cleveland and Toledo centers are included in larger community proposals.
Among current programs which the
rvlethodist Community Center, Youngstown, is promoting to '11elp people in
our depressed areas," Mr. Frost emphasizes one for preschool children, one for
APRIL 1965

mothers, and one for students.
"We are holding preschool kindergarten classes to help make children better
able to respond to the public school program of education," he says. "vVe would
also like to start a school for children
who are really underprivileged.
"Our homemakers classes are for
mothers who need a social outlet in doing
something constructive for their homes.
These women are usually on relief. In
our classes they learn to cook wiili surplus foods. We also have a group of
women organized informally to sew and
mend clothing for needy school children.
We receive a list of names of needy families from the Visiting Nurses Association.
'Ve make home visits and some help is
given."
The program for students, Mr. Frost
says, featmes remedial reading. "This
program is a one-to-one type of service."
Mr. Frost's idea of starting a school
"for children who are really underprivileged" holds echoes of a similar idea
nurtured and developed at Rebecca Vi'illiams Community House, V.1arren. Its
origins go back to 1957 when funds from
the Woman's Division of Christian Service enabled the center to enlarge its
building and thus provide space for work
with children in small groups.
The development of this project, as
the director, Miss Esther Tappan, tells
it, tmcovered an unsuspected element of
community supp01t. She recalls:
"While remodeling the building, we
had looked critically at our nurse1y play
school program. 'Ve realized it was
pretty expensive for the relatively few
children we could serve and we considered discontinuing it. But parents in the
neighborhood protested vigorously-and
since it was the first time they had expressed concern over any part of the
program, we decided to continue it.
"Soon we were glad we had done so,
for, at the same time, we were becoming
aware that many of the children a few
years older had serious reading problems. vVe found, as we met them in small
groups, that many of them could not read
simple instructions, and were having
school problems and becoming truant.
vVe knew that it was only another step
before they might become delinquent.

"vVe were pretty certain that the very
poor cultural background of these children's homes was largely responsible.
So we decided to see what we could do
to prepare nursery-age children for
school, and do some real, if informal,
teaching in our nmsery school.
"At that time," Miss Tappan notes,
"the idea of teaching four-year-olds was
frowned upon-they weren't ready for it,
they should merely learn to play together
and to 'share.' We learned not to talk
ve1y much about what we were doing,
but we did begin to make a real effort
at teaching reading and number readiness.
"Now, all of that attitude has changed.
Now we talk freely about what we are
bying to do and have the blessing of the
schools. In fact, they are urging us to
open additional preschool centers."
The Rebecca Williams center's educational efforts have not stopped with preschoolers. They have expanded to include junior high students and adults.
Reports Miss Tappan: "We found a
real friend in one of the junior high teachers at the school most of our youngsters
attend. vVe employed her to come to the
community house two evenings a week
to coach junior high students who were
having problems in school.
"Last year we also tried to lure some
of the adult illiterates in to our basic
English classes, but I must say that to
date we have not been very spccessful.
vVe are going to need help, and a Jot of
it, from other groups if we get adults to
come.
"We are thinking of trying to get the
unions to help us-and perhaps to have
classes in the union halls where the men
will feel at home. 'Varren has an appalling number of illiterate or near-illiterate
adults, and with automation cutting in
as it is, they are in for a bad time. They
are often not able to take advantage of
the retraining that is being offered. V,T e
need elementary adult classes in the
public schools. At present the classes are
offered only on high school level."
vVays in which Methodist centers cooperate with other agencies in the community are illustrated by several activities at Rebecca Williams. Miss Tappan
touches on a few.
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"\Ve were glad to have the urban redevelopment authorities ask us to help
them with families who must soon be
relocated to make way for demolition of
the very bad houses in which they are
living. We are already working with the
Metropolitan Housing Authority in two
housing projects, conducting classes in
cooking and sewing. \Ve are teaching the
women how to cook with smplus commodities. \Ve plan to start another
nursery play school and to expand our
already considerable arts and crafts program-with adults in mind. This will enable us to serve a much wider area and
to work cooperatively with yet another
grade school. I am hoping that funds
for some of this can come from antipoverty bill sources."
Mr. Shig Okada, executive director of
the West Side Community House, Cleveland, cites three examples of past and
present projects geared to "helping residents of our area out of poverty." He
says, "One is day care services for children of working mothers and for those
on public assistance who are at or near
the poverty level in terms of income.
"Another is family life education, consisting of group services to heads of
families concerned with child rearing,
low-cost meal planning, supplementary
income, and similar services.
"The third is a work-study program
which is an attempt to involve teenagers
in a work experience and at the same
time urge them to return to or remain in
school." In connection with this program
Mr. Okada has praise for the "good cooperation and understanding" the center
is getting from local businesses and industry.
Toledo's Friendly Center Community
House has extensive programs in operation and in the making.
Among those proposed under the city's
Community Action Program are afterschool study centers and tutoring services, a preschool program, youth activity
centers, programs to improve housing
and home management skills, recreational and physical fitness programs, and
establishment of a neighborhood youth
corps.
For most of these programs, according
to Mr. Warner C. Silver, Friendly Center director, the facilities of the center,
several area churches, schools, and other
available buildings will be used.
A pilot program for preschool children,
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financed by and housed in Friendly Center Community House, was started last
December.
"This program will be geared to the
needs of preschool children primarily
from non-English-speaking Mexican
families in the area," Mr. Silver advises,
"and for children of multi-problem families.
"To implement the programs aimed
at improving housing and home management skills," Mr. Silver says, "Community Action Program plans call for a
rehabilitation center in the area and a
team approach in attacking area problems. Our agency will be expected to provide advisory service and \vill house some
of the group services.
"Essential for this program," he emphasizes, "are the neighborhood organizations already established in the area.
The involvement of neighborlwod people
is of primary importance."
In the establishment of a neighborhood
youth corps the agency's main function,
as Mr. Silver sees it, will be to refer
youth to the program and to help in selecting work projects in cooperation with
citizen groups and other agencies.
"One of the current programs for
youth, called Job Orientation in Neighborhoods (JOIN) is very interesting and
worthwhile," Mr. Silver comments. "One
six-week session has been completed and
another was begun early in January.
"Another of our established programs
is the Home Makers Workshop. It features instruction in basic homemaking
skills such as sewing, cooking, meal planning, budgeting, home management,
child care. The workshops include eightweek courses taught by staff members of
the Family Life Education Department
of the Board of Education. Our staff provides assistance also.
"Our center maintains an emergency
clothing and food bank," he continues.
'We provide essential items until referrals can be made to the proper agencies.
For example, many transient families
coming into the area arrive with no
funds, no jobs, no food. Our staff family
worker assists them in getting settled,
finding jobs, and making adjustments to
the community."
Provision of nursery care, so needed in
many communities, takes precedence
over other services at Lessie Bates Davis
Neighborhood House, East St. Louis,
Illinois. Says Miss Elizabeth Provence,

executive director, "vVe have one ongoing
project which I feel is the one that this
agency has used to best advantage in
helping people with the problem of poverty, and that is our day care nursery.
"\Ve have many examples of homes
that have been saved from financial disaster and family disintegration because
our day care service was available on a
sliding-scale cost. This has made it possible for those needing the service to afford it-single parents who work, other
parents taking schooling necessary to upgrade their skills."
Miss Provence reports that the agency
has asked for funds under the antipoverty bill and has in mind branch day
care, kindergartens, and instruction in
cooking and sewing for mothers.
"But that is all in the indefinite future,"
she says. "I do believe, however, that
our day care nursery merits recognition
as a valuable instrument in the continuing war on poverty."
Wesley House, Louisville, is continuing a pre-employment course, held last
summer, out of its own budget.
A local newspaper account of the
course notes that of eleven virtually unemployable boys who completed the
course, "nine either returned to high
school to earn a diploma or got jobs.
Eight or ten others attended long enough
to get suggestions on job finding, then
found jobs on their own."
According to Miss Helen Mandlebaum,
executive director, the center has recently opened a day care center financed
with "monies allocated to Kentucky for
'purchase of day care' and 'to start a
program.' We were allocated $3,000 to
start," she says.
Wesley House has drawn up two proposals in connection with Louisville Community Action Programs. Miss Mandlebaum describes them:
"One is in cooperation \vith the U.S.
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, to put 125 youth to work
in the national youth corps, in five settlements in Louisville, with \~T esley House
serving as the local organization to coordinate and administer the project.
"The second is a proposal for prevention of juvenile delinquency. \Vesley
House would work on a special project
serving about 30 boys, aged 13-15 and
16-18, using group therapy in helping
them to solve their problems and become
responsible members of the community."
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RIGHT· WING EXTREMISTS
CHILDREN OF GOD?
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Attacks by right-wing extremists upon institutions and individuals are a familiar, if depressing, part of the current scene.
What should churches do to meet these attacks? Here are some
suggested answers.

by AMY LEE

APJUL HJG5

"As far as I know, these people [extremists] are children of God and should
be approached on that basis."
"The fundamentalist fanatic [extremist] feels left out, passed by. We must try
to get him back in."
Thus a newsman, T. George Harris,
senior editor, Look, and a churchman,
Dean M. Kelley, director, Commission
on Religious Liberty, National Council
of Churches, put the challenge of meeting hate with love to a group of church
leaders during a seminar on "Extremism
and Public Opinion" at the Church Center for the United Nations, New York
City. It was sponsored by the center's
interdenominational staff under the leadership of the National Council of
Churches.
The same challenge was put in these
words by Christ Jesus: "Ye have heard
that it hath been said, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy. But
I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which
despitefully use you, and persecute you;
That ye may be the children of your
Father which is in heaven: for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the unjust" (l\fatt. 5:43-45).
The seminar was held three months
ago-late in January. The Sermon on the
1fount was delivered nearly 2,000 years
ago. The challenge remains the same.
If the extremist right now engages the
average American perhaps more than the
Communist left, it is not because the
world-wide challenge of Communism has
grown less, but bLecausc the 'extremist
right poses an even subtler challenge,
coming as it docs in the name of patriotism, respectability, and good, oldfashioned Americanism.
It was to the cxb·emist right that the
seminar devoted most of its attention.
In the seminar's opening address Mr.
Kelley described extremism as "a frantic,
desperate search for meaning," and
pointed out certain religious concepts
embraced by the fundamentalist mindmanifest in politics as extremist views.
He reminded his listeners that the obligation of a fundamentalist is to "make
men be good. If he can't make them be
good, they must be punished. If they
can't be punished, they must be exposed,
and scolded."
But, he cautioned, "\Ve must recognize
[ Hl3]
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the fundamentalists' concern. Basically
they are concerned about fundamental
values, but in a negative way.
"The fundamentalist wants to be recognized as a person," he said. "This may
demand listening to him. But we should
never permit it to be a diatribe coming
from just one side."
In dealing with extremists within the
church he advised alertness and insistence on fair play. 'The extremists are
often not pillars of the church, though
they pretend to be. They may be just
members of other organizations. Ask
them to abide by the rules of church
membership-especially the rule of responsible participation.
"'Ve must not allow them to divert us
from our work. We must determine what
our mission is and stick to it. We must
fight on our grounds, not on theirs."
The Rev. J. Allen Broyles, minister of
the Methodist church in Boothbay Harbor, Maine, and author of the recently
published book, The John Birch Society:
Anatomy of a Protest, discussed several
aspects of the society.
"The John Birch Society is trying to
woo public opinion," he stated at one
point. "Note that its official publication
is called 'American Opinion.' "
He warned those actively confronting
extremist tactics and charges within their
churches and communities to be alert to
the "toughness with which these people
hold to their ideology. It is a profound
expe1ience for a follower of this ideology
to come to the sense that it is wrong," he
said. 'i\Titl1drawal from it he sees as
hardly less agonizing than the drug addict's withdrawal from his addiction.
The showing of a film, "Extremism,
Left and Right," based on two decades of
research by Gordon Hall of Boston_, gave
seminar members graphic examples of
the activities and philosophies of extremist groups from old-line Communists to
the Ku Klux Klan and tlie American Nazi
Party of George Lincoln Rockwell.
Data on the radical right were presented in a talk by Wesley McCune, di38
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rector of Group Research, Inc., including
its numerical size, geographical spread,
leadership, public relations strategy, financial support, political activity, and
front groups. Mr. McCune made it clear
that growtl1 and vigor were evident in
every category.
He drew this distinction between left
and right: Communists are a legal target,
not because of their radical beliefs, but
because they are adherents of a foreign
power. Right wingers are not adherents
of a foreign power. Their loyalty to their
country is not in question.
In a moving plea for compassion and
understanding, Look's T. George Harris
appealed to his audience as church representatives to consider the spiritual way
of meeting the extremist challenge.
"Address yourself to the human condition and reach out to these people," he
urged. "This is the job of the church.
Wherever there is any other kind of sinner, the church reaches out to him.
Shouldn't it reach out to these people
and bring them in?"
He encouraged his audience to adopt a
listening attitude. "The right wing may
be trying to say something to us. It may
be warning us that we have b ecome so
engaged in the machinery of the affiuent
society that we have lost our concern for
reaching souls."
Mr. Harris pointed up another aspect
of extremists and extremist positions not
often perceived: folly. In corroboration
he referred to observations by Dietrich
Bonhoeffer in his book, Prisoner for
God, observations not unlike those in
Proverbs on the nature-and handlingof fools and folly.
Observed Mr. Harris: "If we know this
is folly, we can have the serenity to deal
with it."
D ebating with extremists, he averred,
is of no avail. "Discussion is only an exchange of human attitudes. Reach out to
them as people-this is a redemptive act
of service to God and the people of the
community."
Speakers, panelists, and discussion
groups on the second day of the seminar
explored ways to handle the extremist
challenge at local, regional, and national
levels.
A panel, chaired by Kenneth L. Maxwell, International Affairs Commission,
National Council of Churches, included
Harry Fleischman, race relations coordinator, American Jewish Committee;
Edward Duff, S. J., College of tl1e Holy
Cross, and W. Astor Kirk, Division of
Human Relations and Economic Affairs,
Metliodist Board of Christian Social Concerns. They presented views based on
tl1eir experience in different faith groups.
Father Duff felt the radical right had no
formal ideology but represented a con-

fluence of people with axes to grind,
sharing a common fear of the "Communist conspiracy." Mr. Fleischman called
for a massive program of adult education
to organize communities for effective action to protect the democratic process
and called attention to an AJC pamphlet,
What Is Extremism, which includes a
ten-point program for community action.
Advocating a long-range action program rather than a "brush-fire" war, Dr.
Kirk also called for a new approach to
adult education, an interfaith effort to
organize local and regional information
centers, and more effective liaison with
academic communities.
All emphasized the need to be meticulous in answering charges with facts,
never resorting to tactics used by extremists, such as labeling and guilt by
association.
Discussing ways to meet attacks on tl1e
United Nations, John P. Walsh, director
of membership and chapter development,
United Nations Association, brought out
the fact that studies and polls over the
last ten years have shown 80% of the
American people favoring U.S. membership in the UN, but less than 5% with a
clear idea of what the UN is or does.
Extremist attacks on the UN he explained as a reflection of the former
isolationist stance of the U.S. which has
changed only within the relatively short
span of forty years.
He stated that organizations supporting the UN were unable, with limited
resources, to compete with better financed right-wing anti-UN campaigns.
He drew special attention to the current
UN promotion financed by the Xerox
Corporation as setting a precedent for
corporation support of the international
body. As to individual responsibility, Mr.
Walsh suggested a survey of community
thinking-"you may be surprised to discover who and how many are on your
side."
Presenting some aspects of the National Council's task in regard to extremism, Dr. Samuel D . Proctor, associate
general secretaiy for communication,
listed a few do's and don't's. Among the
latter: do not engage in open debate or
become involved in libel suits. Among the
do's: provide factual information to secular and religious leadership groups, to
professors of social ethics in theological
schools, and to university and college
chaplains; make tapes available for equal
time broadcasts; support existing constructive action programs and support
those victimized by right wing attacks,
such as professors and clergymen.
Dr. Proctor also stressed the need for
greater civic education and civic involvement on the part of local church members.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD,
produced and directed by George
Stevens in creative association with
Carl Sandburg.

Once again our society is being offered
for mass consumption a species of motion
picture entertainment characterized as "religious spectacular." In one sense this is
perennial fare for American audiences long
accustomed both to De Mille bathrobe
cinema and to its garish imitation in Sunday
school pageants. But The Greatest Story
Ever Told stands out not only as the crowning achievement of this notable lineage
but more significantly as the harbinger of
a new perspective on the old, old story.
George Stevens is not merchandising his
movie by appealing to popular piety (though
there is enough of that in the film to show
that the director is plagued by a yet unappeased ghost). The fact that its appeal is
to a general, "non-religious" audience is a
cultural indication that twentieth-century
secular man, having put away the notion of
a resurrected Christ, is still haunted by the
persistent yet elusive image of Jesus of
Nazareth. The persistent appeal of Jesus of
Nazareth to the modem mind betrays both a
nostalgia for the certainties of the Christian
era and a curiosity about the promise of lmman fulfillment (salvation) embodied in the
mysterious selfhood of this Jesus. To the
degree that The Greatest Story Ever Told
avoids pious nostalgia, Biblical literalism,
and the platitudes of orthodoxy, it may excite the secular imagination \vith a fresh
image of discipleship. Perhaps only such a
curious quest for the reality of a human
being who transformed the lives of his
friends-a reality behind centuries of interpretation-\vill be enough to banish forever
the ghost of our pernicious piety.
Perhaps such a gigantic, expensive film as
this deserves to be judged on the merits of
its conception rather than on the compromises made during the course of its production. For it attempts to give us an authentic
picture of the world in which Jesus lived,
stripped of all romantic illusions, and of
the events of Jesus' life as they might have
happened, divorced from later interpretation, and of Jesus himself, not as the church
remembers him, but as he appeared to his
contemporaries. But this attempt to get at
the reality of the man himself, to experience
his presence, represents an almost impossible task for the film maker. For he is not
encountering the real presence of Cluist in
the Sacrament; rather, he is constructing a
momentary illusion on the screen, an illusion woven out of the threads of imagination
and histmical account.
The overwhelming problem of the film
maker is not a lack of imagination. Given
sufficient freedom, he may be able to create
an imaginative film form that will grasp the
imaginative viewer. But the visual power of
the film is constantly endangered by the
intrusion of every cliche, every stereotyped
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image, every melodramatic gesture, every
overstatement that has ever appeared on
film. And the maker of a Biblical epic is
haunted not only by these cinematic horrors,
but also by every distortion wrought by
popular piety or "religious" art.
Stevens' film violates the form and perspective of the Gospel narratives at every
point, and this violation is a major strength
in the film. The constant jumping back and
forth among the four Gospels will not bother
most Methodists, nor will the layman be
especially aware of the major deparhues
from the Biblical records. By freeing himself
from the prescribed regimen of simply illustrating the Gospel accounts, Stevens had the
opportunity of working out a new cinematic
form that would tell the Greatest Story
visually instead of verbally. Thus for an
audience that attends movies but does not
read the Bible, there was the hope and
promise of communicating The Story afresh
\vith a visual power unavailable to the Gospel writers. The attempt of the film to fulfill
this promise may tell us that there is nothing
sacrosanct about the literary form of the
Gospel narratives. The violation of the
canons of verbal scripture may be justified
if the promise is fulfilled in the creation of
a film form which does not violate the canons
of visual imagery.
It is unfortunate that, beneath the welter
of problems imposed by a Hollywood production, the director's personal vision of the
film is almost totally obscured by the commercial canons of the motion picture indushy. The Greatest Story Ever Told never
achieves what it promises. Only the largest
screen ever devised would be sufficient to
tell the Greatest Story, and thus the director had to use a one-lens version of
Cinerama, a process ideal for filming rollercoaster rides. But nobody has ever solved
the problem of creating a film form within
the limitations of Cinerama, where the slightest camera movements may have nauseous
effects. Thus the director settles for an overwhelming combination of vast stretches of
scenery and deafening stereophonic sound,
and the personal immediacy of the film is
lost. Instead of a series of powerfully evocative images, we are given a succession of
Christmas-card compositions that show
everything but reveal nothing.
Cleopatra has apparently set the standards
for Hollywood spectaculars, and only four
hours of elapsed time would be enough to
film the Greatest Story. Enduring such an
extended period, face forward, in a nearcataleptic state presents a practical problem
sufficient to outweigh even the problem
of sustaining the impact of the film maker's
conception over such a long period of time.
Thus the film's length represents another
major unsolved problem of form.
Only an all-star cast in the best potpouni
tradition of Biblical spectaculars would be
sufficient to dramatize The Greatest Storu
Ever Told. Thus casting brings together all
the old familiar faces, with results ranging
from surprisingly good (Ed Wynn as the
blind man) to unbelievably atrocious (the
Centurion is John Wayne; the Angel at the
Tomb is none other than Pat Boone). Max
von Sydow was "borrowed" from the

Swedish film poet, Ingmar Bergman, for the
role of Jesus. The wonderful human qualities
of this gifted actor are hidden behind his
reserved demeanor, and the grand scale of
the film belittles his stature as a real human
being. These factors do not totally obscure
the glorious fact that Jesus is a flesh-andblood man, however, albeit a very strange
and mysterious one.
Mr. von Sydow's role is an impossible
one. His presence in the film is clothed with
such a great weight of unspoken symbolism
that, despite the director's reluctance to emphasize the miraculous, the symbolic and
the personal aspects of the role tend to
negate each other. The triumph of the
symbolic act over Jesus' personal presence occurs in the raising of Lazarus that
brings the first segment of the film to an
intermission climax and prefigures the climax
of Jesus' resurrection at the end of the film .
Here the power and awesomeness of this
symbolic act is reinforced with every means
at the command of the director, including
Handel's Hallelujah Chorus played at earsplitting volume. From this point in the
film Jesus assumes the grandeur of the
Christ in the Gospel of John who proclaims
his own identity in terms of the Light, the
Resurrection, the Life.
The representation of the resurrection and
ascension at the end of the film repeats Handel and the story of the empty tomb and
Pat Boone, but it falls short of an adequate
insight into the personal meaning of the
event. One leaves the theater feeling that
either the picture should have ended with
the crucifixion, leaving Lazarus' resurrection
as an adequate statement of the theme, or
that one should have left at intermission.
The film is a witness to the resurrection
most meaningfully in so far as it focuses on
a personal encounter with the man Jesus.
The film cannot avoid all Christological interpretation, for it is itself an interpretation.
But it is essential that such an interpretation
be rooted in the man himself as he was loved
and beh·ayed by his friends. The personal
meaning of his presence for the disciples,
dramatized in terms of the existential themes
of doubt, promise, loneliness, love, fear,
hope, anxiety, fulfillment, and betrayal, is
the cenh·al reality out of which the resurrection emerges as an experience of recogni1ion. The authentic note of the resurrection
accounts in the Gospel narratives is that of
recognition : in their table fellowship the
disciples recognized their Lord in the breaking of bread. In those resurrection encounters the early church understood the presence of this Jesus of Nazareth not only as
their fiiend and teacher, but also as tl1e
eternal presence of God.
It is indeed unfortunate that the most
interesting characters in The Greatest Story
Ever Told are the bad guys-political figures, worldly men, the common rabble of
the streets. It is more interesting tlmt the
star of the show, the man whose presence
is most electrifying, is the Devil himself.
This is perhaps the most telling comment on
the meaning in the film of the presence of
Jesus of Nazareth-God \\Tith Us.
WAYNE MAIISHALL }ONES
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Clergymen from ([round the country came to Selm ([, Alab([ma, in llforch to join Dr. fiforti11 Luther
King and local Negroes in an attempted march to the state C([]Jit([l on behalf of Negro voting registration rights. The gro11p shown here being briefed outside Brou;ns Chapel Methodist Church includes
Metlwdfat Bishop John Wesley Lord of Waslzington, D.C. (right center, in lzat). Bislzop Lord participated in the march, which tv([S turned b([ck witho11t the police violence which had marked an earlier
attempt.

CUBAN METHODISTS
MAY BE INDEPENDENT
Cuban Methodists may become an independent church this year and hold
their first General Conference.
That's the information reported by the
Hev. Dr. Angel Fuster, superintendent of
the Santa Clara disb·ict, who is in this
country on church business.
He confeffed recently with Board of
:tviissions officials in New York, and
stopped by Lakeland, Florida, to visit
Bishop James W. Henley.
For the last five years Dr. Fuster has
also served as Bishop Henley's administrative assistant in Cuba. Bishop Henley,
who has episcopal visitorial responsibility, has been able to visit Cuba but
twice since Cash·o came to power.
Dr. Fuster said that present plans call
for the Cuba Conference to take the remaining necessaiy steps toward autonomy at this year's annual sessions, probably in June. Then, the new church's
40
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first General Conference will be scheduled and a bishop elected if an episcopal
form of government is voted.
The Cuba Conference, which has been
a part of the Florida Area of the Southeastern Jurisdiction, was voted permission to become independent by the 1964
General and Jurisdictional Conferences.
During his visit Dr. Fuster declined to
comment on Cuba's political and economic situation.

BOARD FORMS CORPS
OF CHURCH DEVELOPERS
The National Division of the Methodist Board of Missions will send into the
field soon a small but highly skilled
corps of ministers whose only task will
be to organize new congregations and to
serve as their pastors in the first critical
months of life.
Through a newly formed Department
of New Church Development, the Division will offer church development spe-

cialists to annual (regional) conferences
who can utilize their services in churcl1
expansion. The new service is being developed in response to the urgent need
for new congregations, the Rev. Dr. J.
Edward Carothers, New York, associate
general secretary of the Board with responsibility for the National Division,
said in announcing the establishment of
the Department of New Church Development.
Announcement of the first minister to
serve as a new church developer for the
Division will probably be made in May,
Dr. Carothers said. Describing the new
service and the need for it, he commented.
"The Department of New Church Development will provide ministerial leadership in a community for a short period
to survey new church needs or to serve
as the organizing pastor of a new congregation . This plan is designed to assist,
in meeting a long felt need: skilled and
WOHLD OUTLOOK

NEW AMERICAN TEMPERANCE PLAN

PAYS $JOO WEEKLY. ••
even for life to Non-drinkers and Non-Smokers!
At last-a new kind of hospitalization plan for you thousands who realize drinking and
smoking are evil. Rates are fantastically low because "poor risk" drinkers and smokers
are excluded. Since your health is superior there is no age limit, no physical examination,
no waiting period. Oruy you can cancel your policy. No salesman will ever call. Starting
the first day you enter any hospital, you will be paid $14.28 a day.
You do not smoke or drinkso why pay premiums for
those who do?

Every day in your newspaper you see
more evidence that drinking and smoking
shorten life. They're now one of America's
leading health problems-a prime cause
of the high premium rates most hospitalization policies charge.

Our rates are based on your
superior health,
as a non-drinker and non-smoker. The
new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan can offer you unbelievably low
rates because we do not accept drinkers
and smokers, who cause high rates. Also,
your premiums can never be raised because ycu grow older or have too many
claims. Only a general rate adjustment
up or down could affect your low rates.
And only you can cancel your policy. We
cannot.

(as described in policy). We pay $2000
cash for accidental death. Or $2000 cash
for loss of one hand, one foot, or sight of
one eye. Or $6000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both hands, or both feet.

Actually, no other is like ours. But compare rates. See what you save.

TEAR OUT AND MAIL TODAY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE

~-----------------------------------·
Application to Pioneer Life lnsurcmce Company, Rockford, Illinois
FOR

Name (PLEASE P R I N T ) ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street or R D # · - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - City._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zone ___ County___State._ __
Age, _ _ _ _ _ _ Oate of B i r t h ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - Month
Day
Year
Occupation
Heigh.___ _ WeighL__
Beneficiary
Relationship. _________
I also apply for coverage for the members of my family listed below:
NAME'

Each adult
65·100 pays

SAVE TWO MONTHS PREMIUM IY PAYING YEARLYI

APRIL HJG5

WEIGHT

BENEFICIARY

2.

LOOK AT THESE
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE LOW RATES

Each adult
19·64 pays

HEIGHT

3.
4.
To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
and free from any physical impairment, or disease? Yes O No O
To the best of your knowledge, have you or any member above listed had medical advice or
treatment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in the last five years?
Yes O No O If so, please give details stating person affected, cause, date, name and address
of attending physician, and whether fully recovered.

IMPORTANT: Check table below and include your first
premium with application.

$28
$38
$59

AGE

I.

except pregnancy, any act of war or military service, pre-existing accidents or

Pay Yearly

AT·300

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOSPIT ALIZATl ON POLICY

2. We cover all accidents and
sicknesses,

$280
$380
$590

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Read over your policy carefully. Ask?'our minister, lawyer and doctor to examine it. Be sure
it provides exactly what we say it does. Then,
if for any reason at all you are not 100% satisfied, just mail your policy back ro us within 30
days and we will immediately refund your entire premium. No questfons asked. You can
gain thousands of dollars.,. .you risk nothing.

We invite close comparison
with any other plan.

from the first day you enter a hospital.
Good in any hospital in the world. We pay
in addition to any other insurance you
carry. We send you our payments Air
Mail Special Delivery so you have cash
on hand fast. No limit on number of times
you collect.

Pay Monthly

Fill out application below and mail right
away. Upon approval, your policy will be
promptly mailed. Coverage begins at noon
on effective date of your policy. Don't delay. Every day almost 50,000 people enter
hospitals. So get your protection now.

3. Other benefits for loss
within 90 days of accident

READ YOUR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
1. You receive $100 cash weeklyTAX FREE-even for life,

Each child 18
and under pays

DO THIS TODAY!

sickness, hospitalization caused by use of
liquor or narcotics. On everything else
you're fully protected-at amazingly low
rates!

Neither I nor any person listed above uses tobacco or alcoholic beverages, and I hereby apply
for a policy based on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions originating
prior to its effective date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
written answers to the above questions.
Date:
Signed:X. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AT·IAT

II

Mail this application with your first premium to

2884

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATES, Inc., Box 131, Libertyville, Illinois
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SHE USED TO WORRY ABOUT

WEARING A HEARING AID!

When she first bought her Radioear

900 hearing aid she often looked into
a mirror to make certain that it was
unnoticeable. But now her mind is at
ease. Her friends still don't know that
she wears a hearing aid. As a matter
of fact, the Radioear 900 is so light,
so comfortable and its tones are so
natural that she hardly knows she's
wearing it. It fits perfectly behind her
ear and is completely hidden by a
wisp of hair. She's glad she discovered
the Radioear 900. Why don't you find
out more about it? Clip this ad today
and send it to Radioear Corporation,
Dept. 17 Valley Brook Road, Canons·

~

burg, Pa.

,,~,~!~EAR®
• , . naturally!

Large 10 inch goldbordered plates.
• Orders filled for 25
or more plates
showing your own
Church or other
scene.
e We also print
Church Note Paper

•

For sample and illustrated literature write:

PRESTON-HOPKINSON CO.

RNS

Augustin Cardinal Bea (left), Roman Catlwlic ecumenical leader, is greeted by \ ·Fil/em A.
Visser 't I-Iooft, general secretary of the World Coun cil of Churches, upon his arrival in
Geneva where Cardinal Bea announced Vatican acceptance of a World Council proposal
to hold joint talks on possible collaboration in various fields.

effective leadership in new church development.
"This is a highly specialized field of
service. The number of new church developers on the National Division staff
will be limited in the early stages and
will be increased as the demand requires. It is highly important that infant
churches be given a good start in life.
The Division is seeking to insure · this."
Dr. Carothers urged that annual conferences and disb·icts take advantage of
the Division's new church development
service. To do so, district superintendents and conference boards of missions,
after consultation with their bishops,
may write for complete information to:
Dr. B. P. Murphy, National Division,
Methodist Board of Missions, 1701 Arch
St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

Dept. 0, Appomattox, Virginia

RECRUIT TASK FORCE
FOR LATIN AMERICA

Churches, schools, clubs,

lodges-your organ izat ion,
too, can order modern

Monroe Folding Tables at
our direct - from·- factory,
money-saving prices! Com·
plete stock of models,
styles and sizes. Attractive

savings

on

chairs,

storage trucks, partitions,
risers, etc. Send today for
FREE 40-page catalog!
THE MONROE CO.
116 Church St., Colfax, Iowa

WOHLD OUTLOOK
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International and interracial teams of
young men and women are being recruited by the Methodist Board of Missions in New York, for specialized work
in Brazil and Bolivia. They are scheduled to begin training on June 14.
A part of the short-term program of
the Board, the teams will pioneer medical, educational, and social projects in
rural and urban communities.
About eighteen men and women from
the United States and Latin America will
participate in the three-year program.
While the exact details will be worked
out by the Board of Missions, the Methodist Church in Brazil and Bolivia, and
the participants, the Board said that one
team of six to eight men and women will
be sent to Brazil, probably Rio de

Janeiro , to work in one of the country's
fastest changing urban areas. A second
team of six to eight men and women will
go to Bolivia and work in the field of
community development in a new area ·
open for "homesteading."
Two persons will enroll as students in
a Latin American university, still to be
selected, and will work under the Vi/oriel
Student Christian Federation in a team
ministiy to the university community of
Latin America.
All members of the team will be college graduates and, according to the
Board, a variety of opportunities are still
open such as teachers, public health
nurses, social workers, agricultmists,
bookkeepers and pastors. Applicants
will have until April 20 to file.
Methodist churches in Latin America
requested the special task force of shortterm missionaries a year ago. Bolivia and
Brazil were selected as the first countries
to receive the teams because of extensive
planning for use of the teams by the
Churches.
The Rev. Avery 1fanchester, of the
Board's Joint Commission on Missionaiy
Personnel, said Methodist Churches in
Bolivia and Brazil agreed to a freedom
of expression in interpreting team involvement in one mission and the church
in these areas.
Special emphasis is being placed on
recruiting at least a half dozen Negroes
for the eighteen-member task force.
Heretofore doors to missionary service
with major church denominations have
been practically closed to Negroes. The
demand for Negro missionaries overseas
is increasing but applicants are few.
The Latin America task force is . the

.•

-

•

••

•

d

..
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second such program of the Board. Last
year sixteen young men, all single, were
assigned to a special team for emergency
service in the Hepublic of the Congo.
They were selected for their "ability and
willingness" to serve in tense and difficult
situations in the Congo in partially restrictive areas where regular missionaries
and their families might not be assigned.
The Congo team is finishing a year's
language study in Brussels, Belgium, and
will leave for Congo in June. It will comprise a flexible, mobile missionary force
ready to change assignments and types
of work as the situation in the Congo
changes.
As the Congo team, the Latin American team will have extensive language
and area study prior to assignment.

CONSECRATION SERVICE
FOR BISHOP IN ANGOLA

Bishop Harry P. Andreassen, the
fourth bishop elected by the Africa Central Conference of The Methodist
Church at its quadrennial session in August, 1964, was consecrated in a service
at the Central Methodist Church in
Luanda, Angola, January lG.
The consecration service was conducted by Bishop Odd Hagen of i\Iethodism's Stockholm Area, which include:;
Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Bishop Hagen performed the act of consecration while on a three-day visit to
Angola.
Bishop Andreassen was one of four
bishops elected or reelected at the Africa
Central Conference, which met at

Dr. and Mrs. Ulises Hemandez are shown being commissioned as missionaries by Bishop
Ale;andro Ruiz during the Central Annual Conference in Paclwca, Mexico. Dr. and Mrs.
Hernandez, who will serve in Ecuador, are the first missionaries of th e autonomous M et11odist Church of Mexico.
Robert Conerly

YOU'D NEVER GUESS THAT
HE HAS NERVE DEAFNESS I

He used to avoid the telephone. He
also avoided personal contacts. He
could hear people, but he couldn't
understand them. He knew that he
needed help, but the thought of wearing a hearingaid distressed him. Then
he discovered the Radioear 900. This
tiny hearing aid fits inconspicuously
behind his ear. Yet it has superb tonal qualities. Now he uses the telephone naturally. And he no longer
avoids friends. For the first time in
years, he's enjoying good hearing. For
more information about the Radioear
900, clip this ad today and send it to
Radioear Corporation, Dept. 17 Valley
Brook Road, Canonsburg, Pa.

!l;f;:!?.~~~
···"''"""''~

The Prophets .
on Main Street
J. Elliott Corbett focuses on
such themes as communism,
race, and disarmament as he
paraphrases five prophets.
Says Hubert H. Humphrey:
"The author is to be congratulated for a creative and
imaginative interpretation of
the prophetic wisdom of the
Old Testament in contempoPaper, $2.00
rary terms."
ask your bookseller or write

JOHN KNOX PRESS
Richmond, Virginia
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OF INTEREST TO YOU ...

Special
Selections
from

Abingdon
Press
ONE SMALL CIRCLE

DEVOTIONS FOR ADULT GROUPS

Lucille E. Hein. One Small Circle is a family resource

Wallace Fridy. These twenty-five inspiring devotions

book containing fifty-five suggestions for daily devotions. The author uses the unique device of following
one family in its devotional life. "A new pattern for
family worship for those looking for variety."-The
Christian Home.
$2.50

bring mature insight and guidance for more successful
Christian living. Bible-centered and concerned with today's problems, the material is easy-to-read and understand. "An ideal gift ... not only for periods of private
devotion but also for group worship."-Church Management.
$1.50

FOR A DEEPER LIFE
Grace W. Dawson. This heart-warming book of medita-

tions will introduce you to a richer, more rewarding life
-a life of prayer. Poetry is used throughout the book,
much of it the author's original work. "Suitable as a
private book of devotion or as a springboard for group
thinking."-Library Journal.
$2

WHILE l'M ON MY FEET
Gerald Kennedy. Through this unusual account of Bishop
Kennedy's experiences, the reader sees church life as
meaningful, rewarding, and eternally attractive. He
discusses the duties, delights, and dilemmas of pastors,
bishops, and others. "This volume is well worth the time
and effort of every sincere Christian."-Clmrch Management.
$3.50

THE HISTORY
OF AMERICAN METHODISM
The first official history of American Methodism in more
than fifty years! This three-volume set contains many
illustrations and photographs never before reproduced.
"Gives a vivid picture of Methodism in America from
early in the 18th century up to and including our times."
-Publishers W eelcly. Illustrated. Three volumes in convenient slip case.
$27.50
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HOW JESUS HELPED PEOPLE
Alan Walker. The saving power of Christ-yesterday and

today-is the theme of these thirteen sermons. Dr.
Walker retells the New Testament stories of troubled
people who found conversion and forgiveness through
encounter with Jesus. "This book will be welcomed by
those who like to read sermons."-Book Review Service,
Baptist Sunday School Board.
$2.75

HIS CONTINUED WITNESS
Wallace D. Chappell. Questions the disciples were asked

at Pentecost form the core of these twelve inspiring
sermons from Acts. You will find the answers, still vital,
in Jesus' promise of a continuing witness." The strong
evangelistic note in this volume should be commended."
-Presbyterian Journal.
$2.50

Order from your Cokesbury Bookstore

ABINGDON
PRESS

The Book Publishing Department
of The Methodist Publishing House
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J\folungwishi in the Congo. He was assigned to the new Angola Area, which
includes the counhy of Angola. He was
the last of the bishops to be consecrated.
Bishop John "'esley Shungu of the
Congo, one of two African bishops
elected, was consecrated at Mulungwishi
during the Central Conference. Bishop
Escrivao Zunguzc, of Mozambique, the
other African bishop, was consecrated in
a special service at Kitwe, Zambia, in
September. The fomth bishop was Bishop Halph E. Dodge of Hhodcsia, who
had first been elected and consecrated
in 195G.
Bishop Andreassen at forty-one is the
youngest bishop of The Methodist
Church. He is a Norwegian and had
been a missionmy to Angola since 1952.
He was born in Trondheim, Norway,
and is a graduate of the Union Scandinavian School of Theology (Methodist)
at Gothenburg, Sweden. Before going to
Angola, he was a Methodist pastor in
Norway. There are 39,841 Methodists in
the Angola Area.

MISSIONARY SUPPORT
BASIS BROADENED
A new policy which broadens the base
of financial support of the approximately
1,480 Methodist missionaries serving in
thirty countries overseas has been announced jointly by two staff executives
of the Methodist Board of lVIissions. The
announcement grows out of action taken
by two of the Board's divisions, the
"'orlcl Division and the W'oman's Division, at the Board's annual meeting at
Buck Hill Falls, Pa., in January.
Under the new policy, all overseas
missionaries-single women, single men
and missionary families-will receive
some support from each of three major
channels of missionmy giving by :Meth::iclists: 1-\Vorld Service, the national
benevolence fund of The Methodist
Church to which congregations give on
an apportionment (quota) basis. 2-The
pledge giving of Methodist women
through 'Woman's Societies of Christian
Service and 'Wesleyan Service Guilds. 3
-Advance Specials, which are volunta1y, personalized gifts to missions and
overseas relief, in which churches,
groups or individuals choose their own
projects and designate their gifts.
Announcement of the new policy on
overseas missionary support was made
by Miss Florence Little, h·easurer of the
\\loman's Division, and the Rev. Dr.
Donald E. Redmond, executive secretmy
for cultivation of the Board's Joint Commiss.ion on Education and Cultivation.
Both have offices in New York. They
made the announcement in letters to
leaders of annual (regional) conference
APRIL 1965

boards of missions and conference \Voman's Societies of Christian Service.
The significance of the new policy lies
in the change from past methods of supporting Methodist missionaries overseas.
Until a new structure for the Board of
Missions was adopted in 1964, which
unified Methodist mission work overseas,
Methodist missionaries in different categories had been supported through two
separate channels of the Board.
1. Single women missionaries serving
under the former Department of Vi/ork
in Foreign Fields of the \Voman's Division of Christian Service were supported
entirely by the pledge giving of Methodist women through \Vo man's Societies
and Guilds. 2. Missionary families and
single men serving under the former Division of \Vorld Missions were supported by churches, groups and individuals through \Vorld Service and Advance
Specials, principally the latter.
The Board's new struchll'e merged the
Foreign Department of the \Voman's
Division and the Division of World :Missions into a single new "'orld Division,
with all missionaries of the two formerly
separate units being assigned under the
new unified division. However, though
there was now only one category of
Methodist missionary, there remained
the two separate channels of support,
one of single women missionaries (formerly under the Foreign Department)
and another for missionary families and
single men (formerly under the Division
of World Missions).
A new policy on support of all overseas missionaries evolved throughout the
fall of 19GL! and was authorized in concmrent action by the \Vorld Division and
the \\loman's Division at the Board's annual meeting. A1111011ncement of the
policy was made by Miss Little and Dr.
Redmond after final details were worked
out. (Dr. Redmond and his staff are responsible for cultivating Advance Specials for the Board.)
The new policy means that a portion
of the support of former \Voman's Division missionaries will now be sought from
churches through Advance Specials and
that all single men and missionary families 'vill receive a part of their support
from \Voman's Societies and Guilds
through their pledge for missions. Former
vVoman's Division missionaries whose
suppmt is underwritten by Advance
Specials will be related to local churches
in the same way as single men and missionary families have been. Similarly families and single men will be related to
annual conference Woman's Societies in
the way in which single women have
been in the past.
There will continue to be no solicitation of \\loman's Societies and Guilds

YOUR
LOVED
ONE,
AND
YOUR
CHURCH

RELIGIOUS RECORDINGS
Suu~

fry

l'hilip J, Cartwright, Uass·haril011c
Son of l\fcthodist i\lissionarics Dr. ancl nirs.
Frank 'T. Cartwright, grandson of composer i\lrs.

C. 11. !\!orris ( .. Stranger of Galilee"). dcscenclcnt
of circuit rider Peter Cartwright . . . . !\Ir. Cartwright combines a spiritual helitagc with sttpcrh
Yoicc training by rcnownc<l teachers lo produce
artistic and inspirational interpretations of great
religious n1usic.

For Lent and Holy Jl'eeh:
THE MESSAGE FROM THE CROSS, the last
days of our Saviour's life on earth presented in
Scripture and Song
ER-!05, 12" LP $5.00
THE LIFE OF CHRIST IN SONG
ER-IOI, 12" LP S5.00
A /so Available:
THE CHRISTll!AS STORY IN SCRIPTURE
AND SONG, recommended, togecher with ER!01, above. in the 1964-65 Woman's Society or
Christian Service Program Ilook
ER-103, 12" LP $5.00
SACRED ENCORES, se\•eral of the most reqnes!ecl
solos
ER-106. 12" LP $5.00
HYll!NS OF ll!RS. C. H. ll!ORRIS. includccl arc
"The Stranger of Galilee.'" "Sweeter as the
Years Go lly," "Let Jesus Come into Your
Heart'"
ER-104. 10" LP $1.00
Order from:

EUTERPE RECORDS
P. 0. Box 291
l\Iaplcwood, New Jersey OiO.JO
01·

from )"our

COKESBURY BOOKSTORE

·············~~~
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HOUSEPARENT-Methodist Children's Home (children 6-18) New progrom and buildings next year.
Beginning salary $175 per month per person plus
full maintenance. Single or couple. Jesse Lee
Home, Seward, Alaska.

WANTED

I

We Buy Old Geld

I

JEWELRY

and

Jewelry. CASH PAID
IMMEDIATELY. Mail us oold teeth, watches,
rings, diamonds, sllverware, eye glasses, gold
coins, old ooJd, 1ilver, platinum, mercury. Sat·

isfaction ouarantced or your articles returned.
We are licensed oold buyers. Write for FREE

information.

ROSE INDUSTRIES
29-CL East Madison St., Chicago 2, 111.

WRl7ERS
Mrs. M. E. Tilly (left), Atlanta, Georgia, was honored as the "011tstandi11g Methodist wommi of the first qllm"ler century" hy the Woman's Society of Christian Service of tl1e So11theastern Jurisdiction of The Methodist Church. Mrs. Tilly, a well-known crllsader for hllman
riahts and racial fustice, was honored at a luncheon dllring the annual meeting of the Society
in°Pensacola, Florida. Mrs. E. L. Glosshrenner, Richmond, Virginia, retiring president of the
Jurisdiction 'Voman's Society, pins a corsage on Mrs. Tilly.

for Advance Specials, but they will be
encouraged to increase their pledge for
missions. Local churches will be encouraged to increase their Advance Specials for missiona1y support.

PAKISTAN METHODISTS
DISCUSS THEIR FUTURE
Faced with basic questions about their
church, the Methodists of Pakistan,
through their top governing body, have
decided to hold open three avenues of
future church organization and future relationships with the parent Methodist
Church in America.
The Pakistan Provisional Cenb·al Conference met in quadrennial session February 3-7 to determine the course of
Methodism for the next four years. Instead of moving down one road, the
Central Conference chose to keep alive
three possibilities for future structure

and relationships:
1-Church union with Presbyterians,
Anglicans and other Protestant groups in
Pakistan, negotiations for which have
been underway for several years. 2-Autonomy as an independent Methodist
Church, organically separate from American iviethodism. Permission for Pakistan
Methodism to become an autonomous
church was granted by the 1964 Methodist General Conference. 3-Central
Conference status, under which Pakistan
Methodism would move from the present Provisional Conference level to a full
Central Conference organically related
to American ~Jethodism like eight other
Central Conferences around the world.
The Methodist Church in Pakistan is
one of the larger overseas units to which
American Methodism is related. There
are 38,586 members (full and preparatory) in 69 organized churches and 104

BOOKS
WE BET OUR LIVES-SO years Treasure State homesteading.
Illustrated, Autographed: $3.60
MANY VOICES-Inspiring religious and nature poems; homespun philosophy; diary notes.
Autographed: $3.85
JAY W. GITCHEL, BOULDER, MONTANA 59632

Flannelgraphs from Genesis to Revelation
Make your talks dynamic, your teaching easier with Story-0-Graph B~ble
characters. REALISTIC, LIFE-LIKE DRAWINGS, Full COLOR, large size.
13 colorful hand painted backgrounds . . . . Vis-U-Fold -Aluminum Telescopic Tripod and fabric board folds into compact roll.
Write for FREE folder and price list to
STORY-0-GRAPHS
P. 0. Box 145M, Dept. 65, Pasadena, Calif.
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N. Y. publisher wants books on all subjects!
fiction, nonfiction. No fee for professlona
opinion. FREE: Brochures that show how your
book can be published, publicized, sold; tips
and article reprints on writing, publlshinr,
contracts. Write Dept. 203 c
IXPOllFION 386 PARK AVE. S., N. Y. 16

other preaching places.
Meeting in the city of Multan, a
center of Muslim orthodoxy (Pakistan is
a predominantly Muslim countiy), the
Provisional Central Conference was comprised of an equal number of ministerial
and lay delegates elected by the two
Methodist annual conferences in Pakistan, the Indus River Conference and
the Karachi Conference.
Presiding was Bishop Hobart B. Amstutz, who officially retired in 1964 after
eight years as bishop of The Methodist
Church in Southeast Asia but was appointed by the Council of Bishops to administer Methodist work in Pakistan during the 1964-68 quadrennium. In addition
to his presidential duties, Bishop Amstutz gave the Episcopal Address, in
which he dealt with basic issues in the
life of Pakistan ~'1ethodism. Challenging
the Methodist leaders to "think in new
terms," the bishop declared that "many
of the old forms and b·aditions must give
way to the work of creating a church
that is firmly rooted in the soil of Pakistan."
The issue which dominated the Provisional Central Conference was t11e direction in which Methodism should
move organizationally ' and its relationships with the parent church in America.
After long homs of earnest and searching debate, and after a series of actions
either official (by formal vote) or informal (by straw vote), the Central Conference decided:
1-To proceed with preparing a constitution and Discipline (book of organization and procedures) for use by an
autonomous i\fothodist Church of Pakistan, if it comes into being. Pakistan
Methodists, together with Methodist
WORLD OUTLOOK

bodies in four other countries, were
granted permission by the 1964 General
Conference to beoome autonomous
churches during the 1964-68 quadrennium. However, at a joint meeting in
September, the Indus River and Karachi
Conferences voted to postpone until
early in 1968 any final decision on
autonomy. Thus the action of the Central Conference was intended primarily
lo keep autonomy open as a live option.
2-To continue in negotiation with
other denominations looking towanl a
united Protestant church in Paldstan.
The formal action of the Central Conference was adopting a memorial ( petition) to be sent to the 1968 General
Conference, asking it to reaffinn its permission for Pakistan :Methodism to join
a united church. Such a memorial was
presented to the 1964 General Conference, and permission was granted. Thus
definitive action by Methodists in Pakistan on church merger there will not
come until 1968 at the earliest.
3-To memorialize the 1968 General
Conference for permission to become a
full Central Conference (instead of a
Provisional Cenb·al Conference), having
the right to elect its own bishop and to
be comprised of 1/3 ministerial delegates, 1/3 laymen delegates and 1/3 laywomen delegates. The 1964 General
Conference granted permission to Pakistan rviethodism to become a Cenb·al
Conference during the 1964-68 quadrennimn but not on the 1/3-1/3-1/3 basis;
rather, it was on the traditional basis of
the number of fully ordained ministers
in the Central Conference. Thus the
delegates did not take up the option of
becoming a Central Conference on the
basis outlined by General Conference,
but preferred to request General Conference to change its basis of authorization.
In the Episcopal Address, Bishop Amsh1tz told the Central Conference: "The
church must help laymen come forward
and accept more responsibility in the
building of Christ's Church. New avenues of service must be opened to laymen. \i\lork with youth is a must, and it
is urgent that we recruit more qualified
and outstanding young men for the minisb-y. Pastors need to give more emphasis to Christian education, to Bible
classes, and to the meaning and purpose
of worship. vVe continue to need missionaries, but they must always be ready
to work themselves out of jobs. :tv!issionaries must be called to specific tasks, but
the main focus must be on building a
strong, indigenous church, a church
rooted in the soil of Pakistan. All of us,
ministers and laymen, must make the
Gospel relevant to the needs of people.
\Ve must take risks in the extension of
APRIL 1965

Christ's work. \Ve must mix politics and
religion, matters of faith with matters of
\Vork."

In line with the bishop's call for a
strong, indigenous church, the Central
Conference approved revision of the
Urdu-language l\Iethodist hymnal and
revision of Methodist ritual to make it
more meaningful to Pakistanis.
l\Iajor events at the Central Conference included a tea welcoming Bishop
Amstutz to Multan, which was attcndccl
bv officials of the Roman Catholic, Angiican and other churches, and an evening program emphasizing the need for
communicating the Christian message to
illiterates (an estimated eighty per cent
of Pakistani Methodists are illiterate)
through strong programs of adult literacy and simple Christian literature.

FLOYD HONEY NAMED
TO MISSION-SERVICE POST
The Rev. Dr. T. E. Floyd Honey, secretary of the Board of \i\lorld Mission of
the United Church of Canada, has been
named secretmy for Mission and Service
for the New York office of the vVorld
Council of Churches, effective July 1.
Dr. Honey's appointment to the newly created post was announced by the
Rev. Dr. Eugene L. Smith, executive
secretary of the \\7orld Council's New
York office.
According to Dr. Smith, Dr. Honey
will serve as liaison between mission and
service agencies in the United States and
the corresponding agencies of the vVorld
Council of Churches. The latter include
the Division of \Vorkl Mission and
Evangelism and the Division of ]nlerChurch Aid, Hefugee a11d \Vorlcl Service.
Dr. Honey will work in close cooperation with the divisions of Overseas Ministries and Christian Life and Mission of
the National Council of Churches.
"Dr. Honey will be working at a place
of strategic importance within the ecumenical movement,''. Dr. Smith said, "because the relationship between 'mission'
and 'service' is one of the definitive issues in the life of the \Vorld Council of
Churches today. His post will be the first
in which these two functions are united
in the work of the \Vorld Council of
Churches."
A former missionary to vVest China,
Dr. Honey served in Szcchwan from
1946-52 for the United Church of Canada. He was appointed associate secretary of his denomination's Board of
Overseas Mission in 1953, and secretary
in 1960. In 1962 Dr. Honey was named
to head the Board of World Mission,
formed in J anumy of that year to integrate the overseas work formerly administered by the Board of Overseas Mission and the \\7oman's Missionary So-

MINISTERING
TO MILLIONS
AROUND THE
WORLD
More than just a religious publication, The Upper Room has become a
world-wide movement and ministry,
encouraging and aiding the practice
of daily Bible reading and devotions
by some ten million Christians of
many denominations and many
countries.
Published in 36 languages, The
Upper Room unites Christians around
the world in common daily devotions.
Its users understand that, regardless
of denominational relations, they arc
sharing the same great ideas so simply
expressed in these meditations,
prayers and Scriptm·e selections.
Through The Upper Room, with its
helpful Bible readings and meditations, individuals and families acquire
a closer relationship with God. They
learn in family worship to appreciate
each other and their fellow man.
The Upper Room can becom"e a way
of life. We invite you, your family
and your church to become part of
this world-wide movement.
Send a bulk order or subscription now.
to start with the May-June Lay Witness
Number. Ten or more copies to one address,
10¢ per copy, postpaid. Individual yearly
subscriptions, $1. Address

Worlcl'~

mo.!t 1cidely used clnily drt•olional guide

4·2 Editions - 36 Languages

1908 Grand Ave. Nashville, Tenn. 37203
Visit The Upper Room chapel,
library and museum in Nashville. Send for free illustrated
folder, including city street
map.
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:
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HOW TO PUBLISH
YOUR
BOOK

Join our successful authors in a com-

plete ;i,nd reliable publishinu proumm :
publicity, advertising, handsome books.
Speedy. efficient service. Send for

FREE manuscrh1t report & copy of
Publish Your Book.
CARL TON PRESS Dept. RHP
84 Fifth Ave. New York II, N. Y.

cietv. From 1942-46 he was a pastor in
Baltimore, Ontario.
Dr. Honev is a native of V/ooler, Ontario Canada. He holds a B.A. degree
from' Victoria College, University of
Toronto; an S.T.i\iL degree from Union
TI1eoloO'ical Seminary in New York; and
"'
- l
is a O"raduate
of Emmanuel Theolog1ca
Colle"'ge, Toronto. An honorary D.D. degree was conferred upon him by Victoria
University in 1963.

JAPANESE CHRISTIANS
URGED TO BUILD
ORIGINAL CHURCHES
A book believed to be the first published on Japanese church architecture
calls for church buildings that are original and that are expressive of Japanese
Christianity, not buildings that look like
"First Church" in an American small
town .
Commenting on the fact that many
Japanese churches are built along W estern rather than Japanese lines, the volmne, Clwrclz Building Handbook, says:
"It is to be regretted that very few Japanese Protestant churches are original
in architecture. ~viost of the prewar large
buildings were built on directly imported and conventional lines. '\'e cannot build magnificent churches as in foreign countries, and it is not necessary.
But can't we discover a more positive direction for our architecture?"
To help churches toward the goal of
indigenous Chiistian architecture and
functional church buildings at a reasonable cost, the book contains architects'
drawings, floor plans and structural details for twenty-one churches designed
by Japanese architects. Sections of the
hook are given over to general planning
for church buildings, design of the sane48
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tuary, building procedures, building
costs and budget
The Church Building I-Iaiulbook has
been published by the Church Building
Committee of the United Church of
Christ in Japan. Its publication is considered symbolic of a new consciousness
among Japanese Christians of the need
to develop good design suitable to the
Christian church in Japan.
Missionaries and national Christian
leaders in many countries agree that development of indigenous Christian architecture is an important step toward rooting the Christian faith in a particular
country and removing any stigma of its
being "an imported 'Vestern religion."
Thus Christians in Asia and Africa are
seeking to indigenize the faith by designing and building churches that employ b·aditional architecture, instead of
putting up buildings that look like importations from America or Europe.
Other ways in which Asian and African
Christians are seeking to remove the imprint of "Westernness" from Christianity
are through developing indigenous worship forms, through theological insights
formulated bv national theologians and
through a national clergy supported by
church members (not from American
mission funds).

PLAN IS DEVELOPED
TO MERGE IN SOUTHWEST
Progress toward The Methodist
Church's goal of ending racial segregation within its structure was reported
l\farch 3 to its Commission on Interjurisdictional Relations.
Representatives of the geographical
South Central Jurisdiction and the racial
Cenb·al Jurisdiction have begun development of a plan which would clear
the way for transfer of predominately
Negro annual (regional) conferences in
six southwestern states to the predominately white geographical administrative
units.
A committee of six persons-three

Scheduled for April, 1965
(Subject to change after press time)_
April

6: Mrs. Ralph A. Ward from Los
Angeles to Hong Kong, Fli. #865,
JAL
April 17: Rev. and Mrs. Burr H. Baughman
and two children from San Francisco to Sarawak, Pres. Cleveland,
Am. Pres.
April 22: Mrs. Doris Bartlett, from New York
to Congo, Fli. #548, Sabena
_
April 22: Dr. and Mrs. Charles V. Perrill,
from Los Angeles to Indiana, Fli.
#817, PAA

white and three Negro-is drafting a
plan of transfer for submission to the
1965 sessions of the conferences concerned. A meeting is scheduled for
March 30 in Dallas, Texas, to receive the
report and prepare for its transmission to
the annual conference sessions so that all
voting will be on the exact same provisions.
Before any such transfer could become effective it would have to be approved by two-thirds of pastors and laymen who are voting members of the sixteen annual conferences in the South
Central Jurisdiction and a similar majority of members of the thirteen annual
conferences of the Central Jurisdiction.
Churches primarily affected by any
such transfer would be in the states of
:Missouri, Oklahoma, New :tviexico,
Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana. (Annual
conferences in Nebraska and Kansas
would vote on the plan of transfer, but
Negro :tvlethodist churches in those
states have been transferred to the
geographical annual conferences already).
The South Central Jurisdiction has
about 2,000,000 church. members in 6,600 congregations. The Cenb·al Jurisdiction in the six states has about 76,000
church members in 630 congregations.
Leaders of the advisory committee
working out details of the prosposal are
the Rev. Marshall T. Steel, Conway,
Ark. , and the Rev. Robert E . Hayes,
Houston, Texas.
Reporting on developments to the
Commission on Interjurisdictional Relations were Bishop Noah ,V, :Moore, Jr.,
Houston , leader of the Southwestern
Area of the Central Jurisdiction, the
Rev. William H. Dickinson, Jr., Dallas,
and Dr. John T. King, Austin, Texas.
In addition to the report of actions in
the southwest, the commission was told
that annual conference advisory committees on relations between white and
Negro church administrative units have
been established in other sections of the
country and are beginning to meet.
The Commission on Interjurisdictional
Relations will hold its next meeting July
1-2 in Lake Junaluska, N. C. Leonard D .
Slutz of Cincinnati, Ohio, is chairman of
the commission.

TASK FORCES NAMED
TO STUDY CHURCH-STATE
Six "task forces" will develop the basic
studies in the renewed Methodist pernsal
of church-state relations, it was decided
Feb. 18-19.
The Commission on Church-Government Helations, assigned the task of
studying possible denominational policies in this field after the 1964 General
Conference took no action on earlier
WORLD OUTLOOK
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recommendations, is to present its report
by late 1967 to the Methodist Board of
Christian Social Concerns en route to the
1968 General Conference.
Adopting the report of its predecessor
as a "basic study paper," the new group
voted to interpret its function as one of
study and recommendation to the board.
Chairman of the commission will be
the Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Albrecht, Springfield, Ill., pastor. Other officers are the
Rev. Robert E. Breihan, Austin, Tex.,
director of \-Vesley Foundation, as vice
chairman, and the Rev. Dr. Ralph '"·
Decker, Nashville, Tenn., director of Department of Educational Institutions, as
secretmy. Also on the executive committee will be Dr. Leo C. Stine of ';Vestern
Michigan University, Kalamazoo; Miss
Thelma Stevens, executive secretary of
Christian social relations, 'Voman's Division of Board of Missions, New York
City; Dr. '"· Astor Kirk, director of public affairs for the Board of Christian Social Concerns, Vi7ashington. Kirk is
executive director for the commission.
Eleven members represent staffs of
national chmch agencies, and the others
were chosen at large to secure a hoard
view of the issues. One third of the
lwenty-one members also were on the
1960-64 commission.
The "task forces" were established on
a geographic basis to delve into various
phases of the study. Some preliminary
studies are expected from them by the
next commission meeting, Oct. 14-15, in
Washington, D. C.

MIF GRANTS RECORD
NUMBER OF LOANS
The granting of a record number of
loans and a report of an increase in investments highlighted a meeting of the
Methodist Investment Fund ( MIF)
hoard of directors January 27 in Philadelphia, Pa.
The directors approved thirty-eight
loans to churches in eighteen states,
from New York to YVashington, for a
total of $1,984,363. That was the largest
number of loans ever made at a single
MIF meeting, and the second largest
amount loaned at one meeting.
The action on the thirty-eight loans is
in line with the directors' policy of loaning money from the Fund as soon as
possible after it becomes available. The
loans were made to a variety of churches
needing capital for building projects to
expand and improve their witness and
service.
Several loans were made to new Methodist congregations, organized in the last
five vears. Most of the loans to new
chur~hes were for first-unit buildings, but
a few were to buy sites.
,~rmL
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1965 SUMMER MISSIONARY CONFERENCES

for
CONFERENCE, DISTRICT AND LOCAL CHURCH LEADERS OF
THE METHODIST CHURCH
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONFERENCE SCHOOL OF MISSIONS, June 20-25 at Estes
Park, Colorado, Contact: Rev. Charles G. Bartsch, 2671 Ash Street, Denver, Colorado 80207
ATLANTIC INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION,
June 28-July 2, at Pine Hill Divinity School, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Contact: Major
0. R. Crowell, 6617 Quinpool Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia
SILVER BAY CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION, July 7-14 at
Silver Bay, N.Y. Contact: Dr. J. Allan Ranck, 475 Riverside Drive, N.Y. Room (772)
NORTHFIELD CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION, July 11-17
at Northfield School, East Northfield, Mass. Contact: Rev. Don Ellis, 88 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
PRAIRIE CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION, July 12-15 at Jamestown College, Jamestown, North Dakota. Contact: Rev. Lester Soberg, Box 1776,
Fargo, North Dakota
DIAMOND RANCH MISSIONARY CONFERENCE (Methodist) July 19-23 at Diamond
Ranch, Chugwater, Wyoming. Contact: Rev. Jack Hill, Methodist Headquarters, 2200
South University, Denver, Colorado, 80210
SOUTHEASTERN JURISDICTIONAL MISSIONARY CONFERENCE (Methodist) July
22-28 at Lake Junaluska, North Carolina. Contact: Dr. James W. Fowler, Lake Junaluska, N.C.
(Workshop for Chairmen of Commission on Missions, July 23-25)
APPALACHIAN MISSIONARY CONFERENCE (Methodist) July 26-30 at West Virginia Wesleyan College, Buckhannon, West Virginia. Contact: Mr. James Stansbury,
West Virginia Wesleyan, Buckhannon, West Virginia
ECUMENICAL MISSION CONFERENCE, July 30-August 4, at Asilomar, Pacific Grove,
Calif. Contact: Janet Verkuyl, 83 McAllister Street, San Francisco, California
SOUTH CENTRAL JURISDICTIONAL MISSIONARY CONFERENCE (Methodist)
August 2-5, at Mt. Sequoyah Assembly, Fayetteville, Arkansas. Contact: Virgil D.
Morris, 301 Colcord Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
(Workshop for Chairmen of Commission on Missions, July 30-August 1)
MIDWEST CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION, August 2-6 at
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Illinois. Contact: Mrs. Charles MacDonald, 2736
Hartzell, Evanston, Ill.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST INTERNATIONAL MISSION CONFERENCE, August 9-13 at
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington. Contact: Mrs. R. D. McFarland,
123 Mt. Jupiter Dr., Issaquah, Washington
ECUMENICAL MISSION CONFERENCE, August 20-25 at California Western University, San Diego, California. Contact: Janet Verkuyl, 83 McAllister St., San Francisco, California
CHAUTAUQUA CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION, August
22-27 at Chautauqua, New York. Contact : Rev. Charles Aldrich, 314 Harding Avenue, Jamestown, New York

The directors learned that investments
in the Fund continue to increase. George
Hergesheimer, Philadelphia, b·easurer,
reported that the total in the Fund is
$10,199,614, an increase of $167,266 over
the total as of October 31. It is $1,215,029
more than the Fund's total of $8,984,585
as of May 31, 19G4, the end of the last
fiscal year.

GO AROUND·THE·WORLD!

H:i~·~.:~~'

Have a lifetime of happy memories from this exciting lbth annual around-the-world tour. All expense and economical, tncludes sightseeing and conferences with Heads of State, Am-

b.usadors, Editors, Educators, Missionaries. 16 exotic countries
-see Japan, Formosa, Hong i..ong, Philippines, Thailand, India,
Nepal, Egypt, HOLY LAND, Greece, etc. Optional return via
RUSSIA. July 5 departure. 7 wonrierful weeks. No other tour
offers so much. 8 hours credit if desired. 3 WEEK HOLY LANO
~
TOUR departs June 8. Send for folder:

11

~

BRYAN WORLD TOURS
1832 Gage

Topeka, Kansas
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Tl1ere Are Two Special Ways To Subscribe To

WORLD OUTLOOK
For those who want and need both of
THESE TWO GREAT MAGAZINES-

To stimulate subscriptions through
the Commission on :MissionsA One-year

A COMBINATION Subscription to

Subscription

WORLD OUTLOOI(

to

. ·. - 1· '•

CHRISTIANITY AMID RISING MEN AND
NATIONS
A fresh timely discussion of the
role of the church in the social
revolution around the world.
An ideal companion to WORLD OUTLOOK.
(Publisher's price, Paperback, $2.25)

BOTH for $2.50
(Through special arrangement with
Association Press, publisher)

SEE THE CHAIRMAN OF YOUR
COMMISSION ON MISSIONS

aHd,

THE IVIETHODIST WOIVIAN
(Regularly $3.30)

-BOTH for $2.90
When 5 or 111ore. new cmnhination
Suhscriptions are sent at one time.
(less than 5 .... $3.00 each)

SEE YOUR SECRETARY OF
PROGRAM ·MATERIALS

The Ad"ancc Special

PROJECT OF THE MONTH:

Property and Buildings

TYRAND PARISH, WEST VIRGINIA
• Many people in Randolph Co., \'\'.Va., have opened
small sewing and leathcrcraft businesses because of
training given at Tyrand Parish.

it through the purchase of 300 acres of land, two
houses, a barn, and machinery.
The added facilities will make.it possible to include
dairying and home improvement courses in the program. The project now serves a scattered community
of about 6,500 and includes seventeen small Methodist
churches.
·

• Strawberries grown in the Tyrand Parish's experimental farming program have interested a large
area buyer in taking all that can he produced.
These are two examples of the remarkable achieve"
ments of the Tyrancl Parish's short history. Serving a
former coal mining area of the Upper Tygert Valley.
the program has operated in borrowed quartel·s and
farms for about three years. Plans call for expanding

>·

,....

The Project ofthe Month goal for expanding the
Parish's facilities is $25,000. Your gifts for this purpose, marked clearly "Advance Special Project of the
.Month," should be sent to:
·

i

;

~

. Treasurer
Boord of Missions of The Methodist Church
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027
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Many people have opened small home businesses because of
skills learned at Tyrand.

M

ANY churches, church groups, and individuals have shared their substance in the past by contributing to Advance Special projects across the world. Even those of the least means can now have the satisfaction of sharing in a large project and seeing it brought to completion in a short span of time.
Throughout 1965 this page will highlight certain pressing needs around the world. You can make your
gifts for these projects, in any amount, either monthly or as you are able. i\Iake them simply to "Advance Special Project of the Month." The goal for each individual project will be met in turn as gifts arc
received. ''\Then a goal is reached, this information will be shared with contributors through this maga·
zine and other media.

16MM fllMS
FRANCISCO OF PUERTO RICO. (Board of Missions, 12 minutes, guide.) A young boy of
San Juan's slums shines shoes to help support
his family . He manages to save enough to
cover his bus fare to a church-sponsored camp
in the hills outside of the city. (MPO)
Color
.. . . rental, postage extra, $5 .00

JOSE MARTINEZ ••• AMERICAN. (Board of
Missions, 30 minutes .) This is for youth and
adults studying "The Church and Spanishspeaking Americans" or groups working with
The Methodist Church-wide study book
Spanish Doorways. The purpose is to help the
audience understand the heritage, present
problems. and aspirations of Spanish-speaking
Americans. (MPO)
Color
. rental, postage extra, $12.00

MEASURE OF SUCCESS. (Board of Missions, 30
minutes, guide.) Three major areas of national
missions are explored in answering the question: "For the Christian church in America
today, what is the measure of success?" Areas
of Kennedy, Texas; Boston's South End; and
suburban Los Angeles are studied. (MPO)
B&W ..... . ... .. . . rental, postage extra, $8.00

35MM rrlLMS1iRJPS
SPANISH AMERICANS IN THE UNITED STATES.
(Graded Press, 15 frames per session. five stssions.) Prepared especially to be used with the
Adult Fellowship Series unit "Spanish Americans in the United States. " Themes of the five
sessions are: Who Are the Spanish Americans?
America in the Caribbean, A Peaceful Invasion, Flight to Freedom, and They Arc Going to Town. (GIP)
Color .... . ......... . sale, postage extra, $2.95

Honie Missions Audio-Visuals

The Churcl1. and
Spani§h American§
"Spanish Americans in the United States," the second mission study
for adults in 1965, will begin in May. You should now be reserving
motion pictures and ordering filmstrips that will encourage classes
and groups to engage actively in this study. Outstanding audiovisual resources specifically recommended by the Methodist Board
of Missions are listed here.

Add soles tax where it applies. Add 15 cents postage for each item.

~~ry

Send Mail Orders to Regional Service Centers
DALLAS, TEXAS 75201
NASHVILLE, TENN. 37203
PARK RIDGE , ILL. 60068
RICHMOND, VA. 23219
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102 • TEANECK, N. J. 07666
COKESBURY RETAIL STORES
PORTLAND • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS • CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY • DETROIT • CINCINNATI • NASHVILLE • ATLANTA
RICHMOND • BALTIMORE • PITTSBURGH • NEW YORK • BOSTON

AMICOS LATINOS.
(Friendship Press. 70
frames.) This filmstrip shows the cultural
background out of which Spanish Americans
(Puerto Ricans, Cubans. Mexicans, and Hispanos-old colonials) have come and their
present situations in the United States . (FRP)
Color ..... .. ...... . . . sale, postage extra, $7.00

IN THE WAKE OF THE SANTA MARIA. (Board
of Missions, 49 frames, 33% rpm record .) The
purpose of the filmstrip is to help the audience
understand the heritage, present problems.
and aspirations of Spanish-speaking Americans and to evaluate the church's mission to
these Americans. Intended primarily for those
studying Spanish Do01·ways. (CDV)
Color
......... . sale, postage extra, $5.00

NEW NEICHBORS FROM CUBA. (Friendship
Press, 55 frames, reading script.) The filmstrip dramatizes the story of a church-sponsored Cuban refugee family in a small North
American community. (FRP)
Color .. . . . ... . . .. . .. sale, postage extra, $7 .00

NORTH OF THE RIO CRANDE. (Board of Missions, 77 frames, script, guide, 33 ;~ rpm record.) This filmstrip, in two parts. shows the
life of Mexican workers north of the Rio
Grande in Texas and N ew Mexico . It centers
on Juan, a Mexican boy who seeks a better
life for himself and his people. He takes his
problems to a minister. (CDV)
Color . . . . . . . . . . . ... sale, postage extra, $8 .00

A PUPPY FOR JOSE. (National Council of
Churches, 70 frames. script, guide.) Jose and
his family are among the thousands of migrant
workers in contemporary America . The family"s experi ences are presented against the
background of a little boy's hopes of owning
a puppy that would be a friend in every home.
CNCC)
Color . .............. . sale, postage extra , $5.00

